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Associated Students lose lawsuit
Superior Court upholds elimination of four minor sports teams

Brian Baer -- Moly stall nnorographe
Field hockey players Laura Justus and Sheryl Sorg wait to learn if their
team will be reinstated by a Superior Court injunction.

Annual fall address
disrupted by protest
By Dani Parkin
Daily stall writer
The ahrupt departure of nearly 50
listenersii iih black ai in hands inter
rupted President ( ail Fullerton’s an
nual tall meeting in the Spartan
( k ni Wednesday
The meeting is traditionally held
Scott Rice,
Iii introduce new deans, welcome
Faculty union president
new lii. idly and staff members, and
discuss the state 01 the campus.
Outside the building. SJSU staff to increase by almost 1,000. and
new faculty was needed to teach
membeis. also donning black at
hands chanted and cart ed signs these new students.
citi"We cannot hold these new facsay Mini -We are not third class
ulty pirsitions yen and ...omen the
/ens.
1 hey were prittesting Fullerton’s artatched salary and benefit 1.11 that.
new budget. X% lift Ii eliminated an- into raises lot eisong employees."
nual merit saki’ y adjustments for she said. Her next few sentences
-tall. hut not faculty members. The were muffled as four rows ot people
raises arc awarded to employees as left the room.
The reason faculty members
their positions are upgraded.
Although Fullerton performed her didn’t suffer the same cuts. Fullerton
said,
was that then 51S 5’s came
introductions. the emphasis of her
speech tocused on the recent budget fomi a different fund mg source.
"The CSU budget was undercuts. is hich she called "the worst in
funded by more than )1(i million for
het decade as president.’’
Fullerton explained that while the nontaculty merit adjustments.- she
California Stale I Iniversity sy stem said.
-We beliesed. anil still believe.
huilgot is as tip slightly from last
See PRrr// / back pa ec
sell NISI enrollment was expected

By Lisa Hannon
Daily staff writer
An injunction filed by the Associated Students to halt the elimination of four minor sports was denied
Tuesday by a Superior Court judge.
The decision to cut wrestling,
track. cross country and field hockey
was made by President Gail Fullerton on May 12, hut the Associated
Students opposed the decision and
tiled an injunction to reinstate the
prirgrams

The four sports are being mil., ed
by the Student AthleteSuppoit
grams. These tinier .rms include drug
education, acadeniu ills isement. a
strength and condil,,,,1112 pio?21 ;min
and a NcA A 14.
ompltance
program.
Each sporting progr.lin was es aluated and the Athletics Hoard,
prised of nine members. its tiding
three students. advised Iullertint out
which sports should be eliminated.
Wrestling was eliminated because

it did not receive the Wilding it had
expected trom community support.
An extra St.t.160 had to he \11,11111eled
111 to allmk the progtam to complete
the 19s ss vear. av Lording to the
law 51.11 Plan recommended by
;Md.:IL director Randy Holtman
timber suggestion in the Five Year Plan was to drop track and
field cross soma?), because of the
cost ot rep.or mg the track. An estimated S25(
i) was needed to reIs with an additional
surface the

$250.000 to S3511.(100 to improyc
seating, restroortis, and protected
areas for the shot put. javelin, and
hammer throw events.
Field hockey was taken out id.
SJSUs sporting roster because it
was not recogniied by the PCAA
The sport did not revery e recognition
because of the lack ot institutionally
sponsored tennis
With the exception ot the University of the Pat ilk.. MS(’ was the
x, /
.S1 // hack page

Ice cream can’t cool hot staff

’What happened to
them can happen
to us.’

New director takes over
campus police force
By Dan Turner
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s Police Department. troubled by leadership problems for the
past four years. has selected a new
shtet
Richard Abeyta. a former lieutenant and second -in -command for the
California State University at Pomona ,ampus police, will assume
the position of director of public
safety

has accepted the director’s rxrsition," Evans said. The SJSU Department of Public Salley will he
strengthened YY ith new direction.
policies and ideas.’’
While he doom ". .oicsee any
major overhauls in depar orient practices, Aheyta did say that he would
make an effort to realign the depart
ment’s prior Ines.
’There has e been some opinions
expressed to me that inav he the police department has not been paying
He enters in the controversial
titipus
as much attention to ihe
wake ot ex -chief Lew Shatz, who recommunity as it could.- \ hes ma
signed in October. 1987. after UPI)
said.
discovered he was tired front a pre"We have to make sure that our
vious law enforcement job for allegknow what their primary
officers
edly ly tug under rat It
concern is, and that it is .111111%11111US
pornm
iii
Abevia was selected by a univer- with the Umy ersity
sity committee which included San cern, winch Is the ’,lutecium and
Jose Police Chief Joseph McNa- service of the campus community ."
met a The committee was formed by Aheyta said.
While the UPD has official juris1 sesutise Vice President J. Handel
its. istio announced Abeyta’s ap- diction on campus and throughout a
one -mile radius id luny eisaty prop p millirem in June.
4 rilt.c
St
I’m ilehrlited that 1 t Abeyta

Si St stall’ protest salary adjustments in front of Clark I .ibrar

Brian Baer -’Daily stall photographer
during the party thrown for them by administration

Staff members picket
Annual Ice Cream Social
By Denise Zapata
Daily staff writer
Wearing
black
armbands.
SJSU stall members picketed
President Gail Fullerton’s annual
’Ice Cream Social.’ yesterday afternoon to protest the denial of
this year’s merit salary adjustments and an increase in parking
tees.
In late July, California State
University Chancellor Ann Reynolds announced the suspension
of the MSA’s for staff employees
in response to a state revenue
shortfall of more than $1 billion.
Reynolds claims this shortfall
has forced a reduction in CSU expenditures. including $692,302
from the SJSU budget.
The salary adjustments are annual raises based on increased job
responsibilities. The decision affects only staff employees. Faculty members will still he receiv tug their pay raises.
In
August. Reynolds announced that parking fees for
staff employees would be increased from $7.50 to $18 per
month University police officers

and faculty menthe!
is ill he
exempt from this inci ease
With chants of "I wain_ von
scream. we all scicani liii equ
appioxi
ity!" and "Let
mutely 100 people picketed the
grounds outside Mows Dailey
Auditorium, the site of FM
lerton’s Ice Cream Social.
The event immediately fol
lowed a gencial meeting for all
SJSU erriplu 0 ors. during winch
Fullerton disi.ussed proposed
budget cuts Durmg the meeting.
approximately 50 slat t entplii)ees
walked out and began picketing
outside the building. The privies
ters then proceeded to the site ot
the Ice Cream Social. where more
protesters joined the pimp.
The protest didn’t prevent sex
end people. including Fullerton.
from indulging in the numerous
gallons of ice clean’
"We kileM, they i the prides tersi would take this opportnint,
to let their anger be known.. Fullerton.
then
"I cert.sainlyw

Brian Baer Daily stall phOtogi aphe,
VreSidelit Gail In

samples the ice cream

M

Proposal to give entire class A’s irks professor
Ity Far rider
’all wr,tvi
\ui MY: protes,ni %% hose
&III, pi-oh:sled Ills le:Idling meth
oils, is angered hy a proposal from
the Academic Fairness Committee
that the entire class he given A’s.
But the professor. John Gilhatigh,
did nin present his case Wednesday.
is hen all ad hoc committee met to
hear his appeal.
( ’olhaugh. who retired last spring
atter 32 years at SJSU. also did runt
appear beim,: the Academic Fairness
( ’orninittee in May . when the issue
him.’ raised
The first step toward solving a
grading dispute, according to Gilhaugh, is tor the students to *puma him Since no one contacted
him. he awns the procedure is
flawed and ;closes to cooperate with
the committee.
The grade distribution among the
19 sllidents in the class would have
been three Vs, four Ws. seven C’s
and Ilse Ds, hut the committee
found ( irthaugh. a professor of history. in violation of seseral required
procedures. The committee did not

’The education department will be
looked on as a diploma mill.’

John Gilbaugh,
SJSU professor

describe the violations in detail
The committee recommended that
all the students he gry en A’s because
little of the students’ is irk was
graded and returned to them
Gilhaugh has angrily argued
against giving the class A’s. which
OCCUrs rarely in grade disputes.
He claims forms of the students’
protests were withheld horn hint
until Aug. I.
"I decided I was being knowingly
and willingly by passed... Gilhaugh
said. "I feel that I would only he
contributing to the she IlialUeliCy lit
the system by appear ing.’
Wednesday, the committee waited
for Gilhatigh to appear, telephoning
him at one point. Thirty-five minutes
after he was scheduled to appear.
Ted Momentum), associate dean ot
education. said " Appat end) hes
not going to show

Momentum) said he did not know
if Gilbaugh’s absence would hurt his
chances id retaining the original
grades.
Members of the committee declined to comnient.
Students from the class. "Social
and HM1411’6%64: Foundations of" Education." which is required for a teacher’s credential. presented their
case to a committee earlier. None of
the students could be reached for
comment.
Lucius Eastman. academic vice
president. said he "would be very
surprised 11 the committee adopted"
an action immediately Eastman said
the commmee must initially make a
recommendation either that the original grades he retained or that the
students all he issued A’s.
Fastman said similar grade dis-

times happen ey el, Ii ii 5,,,,,
Butt this story has receryed is dc
spread attention, appearing in Asso
ciated Press stories and educational
journals as well as in the San Francisco Chronicle.
’It’s a national scandal:. Gilbaugh said. "San Jose State’s education department is ml I be looked on
across the country as a diploma mill
And the whole thing could hat e been
avoided it proper procedure had
been followed.’’
Gilbaugh said changing the grades
would give some students who the
served to fail the class A’s.
"There Were stildents mm that class
who received D’s simply because I
felt sonic compassion for them. One
student missed the equivalent of HI
regular class sessions 1 added 21
points to his score so he would re
ceive a D. It the grades are changed
this guy will receit e an A."
Gilhatigh sind he will probably re
lease the scores of the students who
appealed, but not their names
Eastman said he could not specii
late on when the matter will he set
!led.

Former freshman drama student
to serve four years for robbery
Ity katarina .1001011
Daily staff writer
Four years from now, Charles
$1,1Seithan could have been a graduate of SJSU. Instead, the 19 -year.
old treshman will he leaving the Department of Youth Authority, where
he is serving time for two armed robberies and a burglary.
C Inn Itily 12, Superior Court Judge
Edgar P Taylor sentenced McKerthan to tour years in custody for the
[Mee felony charges
\ ILKeithan pleaded guilty on condition that, it he was sentenced to
prison, he would receive no more
than five years Part of the bargain
was also that the judge would recommend that the sentence be served
it hi the youth authority tather than
in a state prison
On the judge’s ,ids ice and because
of McKeithati’s ..s tmuuhhlui age, lack
id sophism anon and lack of criminal
history
he is
accepted to the
Northern ( Altoona Reception Centel (’limits iii Sa, tainelitll
I he (on mei diama student has

been in custody since 51.rr.li 30,
when he was arrested t,, die attempted robbery of poll... ,flicer
Jack Baxter at a Wells Fargo automated teller machine on North First
Street.
McKeithan threatened Baxter,
who was in ciViltan clothes, with a
sallked-Ott.
12 -gauge
shotgun.
Baxter shot McKeithan three times
in the chest, chin and left arm
The student was taken to Santa
Clara Valley Medical Center Despite his multiple wounds, he was
not seriously injured and was released the next day
After McKeithan’s arrest, police
searched his apartment amid tillind it
VCR and a Dominit’s sign that were
stolen in a 1987 burglary McKei.
than was then charged xi Mt the bus
glary and also the armed robbery of a
Dommo’s employee inn Starch 26,
1988
The employee was on her way to
inake the weekend deposit when she
See St ..$ IT NC F. hack page
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On Wednesdas S Ist staff turned out in
anger at the California State 1.ms crsity ssstem’s selectise dip into as pocket. and SJSt s
insulting consolation ol an ice cream social.
Big Scoop: the CS1. chose to grant the annual merit salary ad iustment to faculty. but not
staff members. I, ndL’rstaiidahlv. this makes
staff members feel like second-class employees.
Blaming an insufficient budget, the CSU
hides behind a l’alsc Irtint of bureaucracy while
squeeiing the la, cless multitude of workers.
who have little recourse hut to accept these di, criminator tactics.
If there is one politieal issue of great importance on this campus.it is employee rights. We
students has c discovered how postEditorial
we
are
Mc,
against these two behemoths in issues such as
the money -sucking Bet. Center, increased parkinitialing tuition.
ing rates and a s int
Now, the sta..
II is intiodth.ed to the CSU and
SJSU philosoph> of g ihg less for more
being charged part (il its salary for a child’s
treat.
ith a 40 -perWe are a large cominuillt>
cent turnover es ery fall. Wit hi nit strong organization, we has,. little hope ol checking the continual increase in pricesand decrease in services
at SJSU.
Staff of SJSU. we support you. Just as ’we
aren’t satisfied with "beginning of -the -semester specials... but higher prices at Spartan
Shops. neither should you he satisfied with a
vanilla bribe and a candy -coated pay cut.

Attention, Artists!
!ill a pen? Do you

have an interest in politics or social issues? Do you like to draw editorial cartoons or standard illustrations?
Then consider having your work pubished in the Spartan Daily this semester.
The entire campus can enjoy your work
and you’ll have the chance to voice your
beliefs on the Forum Page.
Anyone interested in contributing either political cartoons or arranging to draw
specific illustrations for stories on a case by -case basis. contact either Katarina Jonholt , fall semester editor in chief, or Mike

THIS IS JOE R. DINARY
FRESHMAN. THIS IS
HIS FIRST DRIVE TO
SOSU (NOTICE HIS
SMILE).
wHAT
BEAutiFuL

914-3180.

Waiting around for some change
When we are very young,
our minds are infiltrated with such
notions as the "Golden Rule" and
that famous line from the
Constitution, "All men are created
equal." But within our society,
whose members claim to practice
mutual respect for each other, there
tics a serious contiadiction.
Namely, there is not one person on
this planet who does not possess
the desire to be waited oil
Being waited oil is not the
same thing as being on the
receiving end of a balanced, giveand-take relationship. It means to
be served, catered to, and talked up
to. It means not having to worry
about being thankful, polite or even
courteous. It can even mean
unleashing your pain on someone
else.
Unfortunately, someone has
to serve while someone is being
served and the only subjects
suitable for this position are
humans. Technology could come
up with something resembling the
maid Rosie on the Jetsons to do the
dirty work, but people wouldn’t
accept her because their pain would
bounce right off her hard metallic
body. A vengeful customer would
leave a restaurant unsatisfied,
knowing Rosie could care less if
the tip for her shoddy service was
only a nickle and twelve pennies.
Anyone who has had to
wait on tables to supplement his or
her income while attending college
knows how differently people act
when waited on. We have
witnessed what might normally be
intelligent, well -adjusted people
regress to the helplessness of twoyear -olds before our eyes. To
better understand my point, observe
the following scenario as viewed
through the eyes of a waitperson:
It is a busy night in the
restaurant. You approach table IA,

AS HE ENTERS THE
HIGHWAY, HE TAKES
HIS FIRST LOOK AT
MORNING TRAFFIC..

DAY,

their drinks. Someone at the table
has ordered milk. Beware of
restaurant milk drinkers, they’re
usually the most infantile of the
bunch.
"But I don’t want my milk
now," complains the milk drinker,
"It might get warm by the time my
food comes."

where a couple has just been
seated.
"Hi, how are you tonight."
you chirp in a falsetto that would
make your own mother gag.
"We’re starving, we’ve
been waiting forever," whines the
woman.
You size her up quickly
and realize that she is lying. There
is no possible way this woman
could be starving. You push back
this cruel thought, paste on your
best Nancy Drew grin and ask to
take the order. The woman orders
the special and you regretfully
inform her that the restaurant has
just run out of that dish. Her lower
lip begins to tremble and her dinner
partner’s head jerks up from the
menu with alarm.
"So I’ve been waiting to be
seated for an hour in the lobby of
your restaurant for something you
don’t even serve," she says in her
now cracking whiner voice.
The boyfriend glares at
you while he pats her hand, totally
oblivious to her childlike behavior.
You feel your Nancy Drew smile
begin to fade as you realize that no
matter how efficiently you serve
this table in the next 45 minutes,
you have already lost your tip
because of an hour-long wait and a
special that is no more.
Now it’s time to bring 1B

SOON HE ENTERS
SAN JOSE. DOES
JOE LOOK CONFUSED TO ’OU?
OF COURSE NOT!

You stop off at table IC,
.who have just finished their
dinnerel10 inform them that the
restaurant is offering lemon
menngue pie and carrot cake with
cream cheese frosting for dessert.
They scrunch up their faces and
blurt out "Yuck!" in unison. One of
the customers asks if you have
anything chocolate. You reply no,
and he asks you if you’re SUM. You
tell him that you’re very sure. With
incriminating eyes, he curtly asks
for the check, telling you that they
will have dessert elsewhere.
This is not to say that all
interactions with restaurant
customers are negative. Some
people understand how the game
works. The waitperson provides
service as efficiently as possible
and the customer tips in
appreciation. Some people are
exceptionally nice and always tip
20 percent, but they are also the
ones who’ve been there themselves.
And then again, some people are
just plain sadistic.
I hope that the next time
you’re in a restaurant, you look the
waitperson in the eyes and smile.
Remember that they’re just another
struggling person trying to meet the
bills. And most of all, don’t forget
to tip.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
I rom you

our readers.

Your ideas, comments, criticisms and

(34,

OE:101
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615lCa.MalOalCa

... ITS-JUST TOO BAD
$81 DOESN’T GUARANTEE PARKING. SO JOE
SETTLES FOR PARKING
NT A McDONALD’S

suggestions are encouraged. We feel that
by listening to our readers we can better
serve the campus community. However,

--------,

FIVE HOURS LATER
30E FINDS SJSU.
LUCK I LY, JOE BOUGHT
THE VaI PASS TO
PARK IN THE GARAGE

You shrug and move on,
knowing that you’ll probably forget
to bring the milk later.

Mary Hayes

3732:3?

iet:2

’1*

Cili,rot
Qtr,

personal attacks and letters in poor taste
will not he published, nor will anonymous
letters be accepted.

SO JOE ENDS HIS
FIRST RIDE TO
S3SU

All letters may be edited for length or
libel. We will also correct obvious style
and grammar errors. The Daily reserves
the right to limit the number of letters on a
given topic alter a sufficient amount of

(LATER H IS CAR IS TOWED).

comment has appeared.
I .etters must bear the writer’s name,
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Barbecue Euphoria

Ice cream social
insults SJSU staff

Less is. Forum Page editor at

I

Jeff
Elder

Published for the University
and the University Community
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Are you handy
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major, phone number and class level.

GIIRAct

Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second lloor of Dwight Bente! Hall or

HE’S NO LONGER SMILING

to the Student Union information desk.

"Give me a woman who drinks beer and I shall
conquer the world," Kaiser Wilhelm once mused.
Some time later Will found himself the loser of
the first world war, exiled and bummin’ in Belgium.
One might conclude he never found his beer
babe.
But I think that the Kaiser was speaking
metaphorically. For while I know many women who
drink beer, I know few who crave one after a long
day the way most guys seem to.
And I know none whose heart soars as mine
does with the utterance of a single word: tailgate.
My girlfriend asked me where I want to be in
10 years and I told her driving around the country in
an old two-tone (aqua and white) motorhome with a
Chihuahua named Ray, cooking ribs and watching
baseball every night of the week.
She wants an old Victorian full of kids.
Here we have a fundamental difference Don’t
get me wrong--her goal doesn’t sound bad to me. I
mean, we could get a bigger dog and I would have a
smaller belly, but I think I’d still need the camper.
A few years ago I became convinced feminism
was disappearing. My mother, who wore dashikis
and was a "liberated woman" of the ’70s remarried
and began wearing Laura Ashley dresses. Miniskirts
came back. Women I respected used the word
"chick" to describe themselves.
Then, I realized, my mother, despite appearing
more traditional, is more ambitious and independent
now than she was in the ’70s. The women I see
wearing miniskirts don’t look exploited, just daring.
The women who call themselves "chicks" are usually
good students who also support themselves.
What I saw going on had nothing to do with
feminism. It had to do with the inherent difference
between men and women (no, not that difference)
which is manifesting itself sociologically more and
more as the androgyny of the ’70s disappears (notice
David Bowie looks more and more like a man these
days?)
The fundamental difference between men and
women (and this is just one man’s opinion, but I
think Kaiser Wilhelm would agree) has a lot to do
with tailgating (that difference).
A friend of mine’s wife said to me the day of
the Major League All -Star Game, "So you and Todd
arc cooking out ribs tonight, huh?"
"Yeah," I said. "It’s going to be great."
"I know guys like to barbecue," shetsaid.
Todd loves it. He cheriSfid-ii."1116 seemed
genuinely concerned.
"All guys do," I told her. "Except, you know,
really extraordinary types who, like, play the violin
and speak fluent Russian."
"What is the appeal?" she asked.
Since that day I’ve asked myself that question
several times, and I think I’ve hit on an answer. The
appeal: simplicity. Tailgating is an activity comprised
of absolutes.
-Utensils must be limited to the following: a
very sharp knife you can store by sticking it into
something wooden (do as much of the cooking as
possible with it). A brush for the sauce. Big Van
Gogh -like brushstrokes are the best, but I’ve known
some very successful Renoire-like dabbers. Tongs
help (it’s more fun to pick things up with these) but
you also need a spatula. Oven mitts are forbidden.
You have to pick up hot stuff with something cool
like an old paper bag that’s floating around or your
shirttail, or, of course, the knife. Sometimes two
empty beer cans work, too. WARNING! Don’t bring
anything dumb like Tupperware or a gravy boat! The
boys can get mighty riled (a really old ice cream
maker full of peach ice cream is o.k., though).
-Cooking: everything must be cooked on the
grill. If, for some dumb yuppie reason you’re cooking
as they saypasta (noodles), it’s gotta go on the grill.
Same for sushi. Only three things escape the trial by
fire: chips, cole slaw and potato salad. Those guys are
o.k.. They’ve earned a spot here.
2. Everything but the above three exceptions
gets seasoned with beer and barbecue sauce.
Everything. Especially BA’s sushi or calamari. (It’s
really fun to make his stuff look real ugly while
you’re cooking it. Then, when you look cool and
studly eating your hot dogs and ribs, he looks really
dumb and gets sauce all over the sweater tied around
his neck. If he tries to do his own cooking, grab the
knife.)
*Clean up: When it’s time for the ballgarne or
time to go to sleep or both, everything either gets
thrown away or thrown back in the car. Don’t wash it
’til you get home, then just bring it in the shower
with you. You’re likely to be just as covered with
beer and sauce. Then sleep for about fourteen hours,
wake up and call your buddies and talk about how
much fun you had. Say stuff like, "Remember when
you hit that rent -a -cop on the head with a hot dog
bun?"
.Attitude: A matter of great debate. A friend of
mine says he feels like Adam before Eve was
created. He says she’s one of the ribs. Mc, I pretend
I’m the king of a small island in the Pacific. 1 just
chow down and drink and sit in the sun and wait for
my harem to appear.
.The Rule: Don’t drink and drive. This much
fun should never end in tragedy. Have a designated
driver. Why do you think you invited Bit’!
Now, I hope that clarifies things a bit for my
friend’s wife about tailgating (Bif might call it male
bonding. My friends and I call it raging. Security
calls it a misdemeanor). And, if you’ll excuse me, I
have to go fire up the Kingsford. Ahh, I love my
island home, Twelvepacka.
Editor. Ile knows the
Jeff Elder is the
saine of a dollar, and hook when he has a mind
to.

_
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A campus guide:

Enjoying a last summer splash

Where to find services at SJSU

-

By Ed Mullen
ShIlle111 )
Is iequited
Daily stag writer
adenin. and personal counsel
San Jose StateI: ;Ill 1(1,11 loll .111 ing is as adahle on the se( ond floor
filled classes and Nam,: leobleins. oldie Administration Building
There is also a plelhol a of sei %ices
Special counseling is aka, aall.
ranging from ty C Wiei IC 111,41 to able for intetnational and e entr.
legal counseling as
to stu- students
dents.
1.441- fume information concerning
(.entei pro- career goals. students can drop by
The Student Heal
vides tree basic health caw to most the Cateet Maiming and Placement
I I care Ill
asis Aea.t.1
SJSU students
Centel
eludes office % kits. online lab ’Cots.
The center pros ides ir toh listing
and most x-ray s. ()pen
meisit% so% ice I as] seal. almost 1 ’,OAKS 1
and Continuing Educ
students f rill and pint nine
etc listed
are charged a small tee lilt these
For those looking hIlt .1 111,1,:e to
services.
el
live. I
111111;.’ ’ICIS Ices
tiles health pros dc’s 4 tot oh MI (-.11111Ills rental
The center al MI
and nutritional
.11 MI
units and slimes 1 he oft k.e Is l,icitc’d
AIDS counseling is also .15.111able, on the east side rut Jut’ ’A sot Hall.
but the center does Iii It ,I induct
For emergencies. es ening guides
AIDS lest,
and other se! Ar IC01. the Vinsersitv
For whet services, such as pre- Police Department can be leached
scriptions and 111111111111/O111011S_ all with blue phones. located through
out the campus.
students ale charged a small tee
Alter datk. the ev enim, guides
The Health Center is IlIc ated on
the corner of Ninth and San Cat los pnis lrlsi esivirts to the pcik I hg f1 .4
streets. To use the (elm,. students rages and surrounding iesidential
can make an appinntment in di op in areas
Meeting moms, a music mom and
between ti a.m. and 5 p m A current
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Larry Strong -Dairy staff photographer
Students soak up some sun and cool off in the nikv St ’RFC pool before classes begin.

Campus clubs offer diverse activities
By Leah Pels
Daily staff writer
Tired of classes already and need
some outside stimulation? Why not
discover one of the 172 recognized
clubs and organizations on campus
through a listing available today and
Friday in the Student Activities and
Services Office.
Among the new organizations recognized this summer are the Arnold
Air Society. the Cadre Student
Group, the Iranian Association and
the SJS Aerobic Fitness Club. Another new group, the Cambodian
Students Association, was formed in
May.
Interest in new and already -established campus organizations is great.
. according to Tonya Talley, Student
Activ ities and Services Office representative. Before classes had officially begun several students were
already inquiring about the list of
campus groups.
"They have so many clubs I don’t
know what to pick." Marianne
Hooper said. Hooper, a freshman
majoring in English. hopes to find

out more about the photography and
the sailing club on campus.
Of the newer clubs. the Arnold
Air Society is a professional honorary service organization of selected
Air Force ROTC cadets from colleges and universities nationwide,
according to Rachael Coquina. contact person for the organization.
Meetings are held every Friday at 6
p.m. on the fourth floor of MacQuarrie Hall.Among the activities
anticipated are blood drives. POW /MIA awareness sessions and service
projects with veterans.
The Cadre Student Group is also a
professional club, created to support
activities of the arts with lectures, information exchanges and fundraisers. This student group meets biweekly on Tuesdays at 6:30 pin. in
room 237 of the Art Building.
Providing some cultural variety is
the Cambodian Students Association. According to club representative Tith Khieu, the group will promote higher education among
new
Cambodian
students and
friendships. The group will meet

once a month on a day and time to he
arranged.
Also of a cultural bent is the Iranian Association, which plans to include musk, dance, history and language on its agenda.
For those who want to keep in
shape, there is the SJSU Aerobic Fitness Club. established to continue
the "Fitness for Life" philosophy of
the human performance department.
Clubs for social activities include
sororities,
fraternities,
religious
clubs and dance groups, such as the
Social Dance Club of SJSU.
A popular political club on campus is the local chapter of Amnesty
International. According to chairpet son Kelly Kline, the group has been
recruiting students all summer.
"We should be growing by leaps
and bounds this fall." Kline said.
Eric Strain, a junior majoring in
liberal arts, explains his interest in
the club.
"I read about so many international conflicts in the paper that I
have to at least find out what they are
about." Strain said.
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together & paint your own section Cali 924-1446

Duval is impressed with the seven
machines,
new
" We I I se rv ice "
which use the "Interlink system.
ATM cards from Wells Fargo, Security Pacific, Crocker. First Interstate, Bank of America. or any other
card with the Interlink symbol can be
used for purchases in the bookstore.
A customers who wishes to shop
with an ATM card hands the clerk
the card and the secret identification
number. The clerk runs the card’s

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuitk is a daily calendar
for .5.ISU student. faculty and staff
organi:ations. Items may he submitted on forms in the Daily office.
Dwight Road Hall Room 208, hut
will not he accepted over the phone.
Deadline for the next day’s publication is noon.
I ()DAY
Intramural Flag Football: Sign up
at Student Activities and Services
Offices before Sept. 9. For information call 924-5956.
Financial Assistance: Available to
SJSU students enrolled in the Cali.

HBOwins Emmy
1.0S ANGELES (API - In its
first year of eligibility, cable television’s Home Box Office has become an Emmy award winner, it was
announced Wednesday.
HBO collected two Emmy trophies - - both for "Dear America:
Letters Home From Vietnam" - in
the early "area" Emmy awards announced by Doug Duitsman, president of the Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences.
Cable programs have never before
been eligible for Emmy Awards.
HBO’s "Dear America" was
given an Emmy for best informational special, and shared a trophy for
best individual achievement in an informational special with PBS’ "Buster Keaton: A Hard Act to Follow."
Other winners were PBS’ "Nature" and "Buster Keaton" for best
informational series, PBS’ "The
Metropolitan Opera Presents: Turandot" for hest individual achievement
in classical music -dance programming: ABC’s "The 15th Annual
American Music Awards" for best
indivdual achievement in special
events programming; ABC’s "The
60th Annual Academy Awards" for
best variety -music events preeremming: PBS "Strong Poison" for
best achievement in graphic design
and title sequences, and ABC’s
"Moonlighting" for best achievement in special visual effects.

fornia Multiple Subjects Teaching
Credential Program. Sign up for interviews in Sweeney Hall 321 or call
924-3773 before August 29.

magnetic strip through the machine.
Funds are automatically withdrawn front the customer’s account
(lo more racing to the bank to beat a
check) and a receipt is printed for the
customer to sign.
The bookstore does not charge a
fee for the use of ATM cards.
An additional aspect of the ness
machines is the time saved on Visa
and MasterCard transactions.
The old niachines could take up to
a minute and a half to get phone approval. The new system can complete the entire process in about .3u
seconds.
The new system is playing an important role during the fall rush
according to Carole Thomas. senior
cashier supervisor

SEASON TICKETS

@ 24.0)

Season Pass Student Section
General Admission

1988 Home Schedule

Spartan Bookstore introduces ATM machines
By Teresa Lyddane
patty staff writer
Buying hooks this semester may
be a little easier thanks to incorporation of ATM machines at the cash
registers of the Spartan Bookstore.
The bookstore’s latest technological addition may ultimately eliminate the use of checks, according to
manager Ron Duval.
"We’re seeing the wave of the future here," he said.
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@6.50

Utah State 1(1/22

6 5.50

Fresno State 10/2’)
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CSU Long Reach 1 1/5

6 5.50

Subtotal
2.50
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Check/Cash (Check made payable to SJSU Athletics)
Mastercard or Visa Account Number
Signature
Return to: SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE
ONE WASHINGTON SQUARE
SAN JOSE, CA 95192-0062
(408) 924 FANS

Must present valid SJSU I.D. raid
* If mailing application send a photo
COPY of %nor In r,,

MONDAN’
Informal Bible Study: 7 p.m.,
Campus Ministry Center on the corner of 10th and San Carlos streets.

Bank of America says ’Yes’ to Students

WEDN1 SD AY
Army ROTC: Benefits Orientation.
9 a.m. and II a.m. S.U. Almaden
Room, and 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For information
call 924-2927.

Check out these Products!
iAlpha

Simplified Banking for Complicated Lives,Our exciting new Alpha Account combines
checking, savings and a built in line of credit
for protection against bounced checks. All in
one simple account, with one monthly statement.
With access to everything through California’s
largest full service ATM network.

Accountrm
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BankAmericardc"
Visa or Mastercard’

Use your BankAmericard to cash checks, charge
books and other items, and help avoid travel
hassles: whether you’re traveling anywhere in
And ask for
the world.. . . or just going home.
details about our automatic approval plan
for students. Now available for sophomores on
four year campuses.

Plus

We offer appointments before and after regular
banking hours. Call us at 277-7992 to set up a
time that’s convenient for you.
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Street fight disables
heavyweight Tyson
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Coach Gilbert optimistic about season
despite loss of 17 starters, 32 seniors
By lac Stress
Dady stall writer
It’s the first day
school and one
+rest ion is in the minds of all Spar .111 football tans. Will San Jose State
make a third stiaight trip to the CaliThe receiving corps shows great
fornia
This is a question Head Coach promise. according to Gilbert. but is
unpros
en.
I ’Linde Gilbert can’t answer now .
"Fs ery body’s brand new, we
If
hetter than to make hasty
have enough speed and talent. Were
1.1 not the kind of coach who in a position now where we don’t
does a lot of talking about goals and know how good they w ill be until we
numbers. w ins and losses... a re- get into games."
The inexperience of the offensive
laxed Gilbert said after practice
line doesn’t bother Gilbert. %Alio said
londay

outside Imehacker Ifill \I
anlara xxiii he try mg to legal’) his
starting spit idler :in ankle mini->
slowed him last season.
Gilbert also has high hopes tor
eommunn \ college transleis KdIsel
NO:I and I ),Ix xl Mr ,S.
Id \ loss has had an immediate impact on the team... he saiti.
The defensive I lie 5 e0II’dder
ably impnis ed." according to Gilbert.
We’re better trOnl a plissical
standpoint. John Puk i ( ;on tie
itsarika
and
Bob Ineisch add
strength and talent in the line
Firkin, (6-1. 234i Vt 0, sidelined
the hist three grilles xx th kick problems. hut !mimed hi stait the last
nine
luraoka ii 2, 260) and
Welsch (6 I. :".55i are commtiniq
college transfers
Gilbert helloes Utah State and
Fresno Stale ss ill be the Spartans
main competition in the new Is re mulled Big West conference
Some Spartan tans might remember the last time the Bulldogs were in
toxin. Oct. 4. 1986. as San Jose
St.ite defeated them 15 41 III a eon lest that Sports Illustrated called
’the hest college lootball game or
the year
’It’s irellIellah,(1, ris dry , never
more so than 110%/.. It’s a healths one
and mostly sportsmanlike... said
Gilbert.
In addition to conference competi-

SPORTS

Despite losing 32 seniors and 17
starters. Gilbert is not ready to give
upnit the season.

"I don’t like the term ’rebuilding’. I like to use the word ’transition ’ We ii’ iii it helpless."
Certainly ss irti the Spartans’ history of of ensi se fireworks. it would
he hard to deem them helpless.
However. this season will see only
one returning of fensise starter. senior tell tackle Scott Sw all .
Replacing
Heisman candidate
quarterback \ like Perez is senior
Ken lam, \ a hack -up to Pere/ and
0 ho graduated last seTony I i...
mester. I at/ saw limited action
against r ’al State Fullerton and
against Serl \lexlet1 State.
Gilbert vv ill not expect Lut, to
mak
passing totals Pere/ acCUninlated.
Its unfair to compaie them."
said Gilbert. ’He’s (Lut/i %cry capable of doing everything we’ll ask of
him
LA/ backup for nosy is redshin
treshman Greg Ceilidh "(Ceilidh)
has got peat si/e (6-4. 210) and a
strong arm:. Gilbert said
The running attack and possibly
the entire miens,: will be anchored
nimm tailback Johnny Johnson.
With
;ill conference
performers
Kenny Jackson and James Saxon in
the backfield last season. Johnson
saw Marls all his action at wide re-

Center sophoniore Anthony Gallegos
(O-2, r2591 senior guard Ara Derde-

rian 16- 3.:851 and sophomore tackle
Damon Tai ser base :ill had standout

practice,.
The heart of the Spartan defense
ss ill he in the seci indary. with returning at
players senior
cornerback Jay ’Fay Mr and junior
safety Ryan kasnick
\
Is
’Cenamly they ’re prosen
a premier college detensive play et
...aid the ,iia,h
kasnick enters the year as the
most es pc. renced defensive player
and
returning tackler. Senior
Tun Jackson will replace all-PCAA
ro,er hack Greg Co
Senior inside linebacker David
Knox w ill he the most experienced at
that position this stir In 1987.
Knox was the seVeath leading
tackler. second best among returning

Olympic hopeful
tests positive
for drug use
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.
One of the women trying
(AN
out for the U.S. Olympic basketball
team tested positive for drugs and
was suspended froin competition for
six months. the Amateur Basketball
Association said Wednesday.
The suspension was upheld at an
Aug. 10 arbitratu in hearing re
quested by the player. who was not
named

After three weeks, when the
...ast that Covers most of Tyson’s
forearm is removed, Chiu will decide whether "the fight can take
place with no further risk of any
kind to Mike." he said.
’It will be enough time for
Mike to train.’’ Cayton said.
Tyson said the fight occurred
around 4:30 a.m, outside a 24.
hourclothing store. Dapper
Dan’s Boutique at 43 E. 125th
St.. where he had gone to pick up
an 1,14(8) jacket.
But Green told police the tight
occurred outside an after-hours
club at 41 F.. 125th St., where
Tyson and two other men had
been, according to a police
spokesman, Sgt. John Clifford.
Green of Jamaica, Queens.
said in interviews that Ti son
punched him first after he told the
unbeaten champion that he did
not think he (Tyson) won their
May 1986 fight, Tyson won the
non -title bout on a decision.
Green said that during the argument "Tyson popped him on
the bridge of his nose... Clifford
said. The injury required five
stitches, he said.
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WANT TO LEARN A
FORIEGN LANGUAGE
but can’t attend class regularly ?

a

Try our self-paced learning programs in French,
German, Hebrew, Italian, Portuguese, Russian and
Spanish. No formal classes. Take 1-5 units/semester
Work in lab or by arrangement with instructor in
lab/car/home. Text ,tapes, software and video.

BASIC SPANISH
4A, 4B, (3 units each ) VIDEO-AUDIO begin
or review. Practical conversation. No formal
class. Study in lab/home.

Call 924-4602
1, or come to Foriegn Languages at
Sweeney Hall #219
-7
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Computer Werx
95 S. Market St.
Downtown San Jose W
The Solution To All Your Problem s
roof
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This se.1,1111. Johnson will he making the transition back to his natural
position of tailback. a move Gilbert
says should he easy for the junior.
"I think it was a bigger move, as
tar as him adjusting is concerned.
mos mg to wide receiver, because
he’s a natural running hack
Gilbert added the move was also
Iii utili/e Johnson’s versatility and
get him more involved in the of.

-7-7-7-7-7-7-7

tough pre -season
schedule featuring Pac 10 power
rnixersit of Washington in Seattle.
Also the Spartans will he on the road
to lace the University of Hawaii in
Honolulu. ilk ,11!,! xx ill, the annual
,intests against California and Stan t ord.
The first home game is Sept. 10
against Oregon State.
The ciiach iS not about to gaze into
a cis stal hall hi see here his team
\A ill he III Sirs elnber. Instead, he
keeps ti w hat he calls "a very simple" philosophy
11s to he the sery hest you can
be ea, day, this morning alld err.
thing s’. ill take care of itselt."
S.ISI has

land will base to be rescheduled
will be left to Dr. David Chiu, a
hand surgeon. Chiu ordered that a
cast be put on "really just to
make sure that there is no further
injury of any kind." Cayton said.

Mike
NEW YORK (AN
Tyson’s defense of his world
Britagainst
heavyweight title
ain’s Frank Brun() is in jeopardy
because the champion sustained a
broken right hand during a street
fight with former opponent Mitch
Green.
Tyson claimed at a news conference that he punched the 31 year -old Green early Tuesday
morning after Green ripped his
shin and shoved into him, "ranting and raving" that Tyson and
promoter Don King owed him
money.
"You both owe me. I want my
money," Tyson recalled Green
telling him.
"I pushed him off. He came
back at me. He threw a punch at
me," Tyson recalled. "I was nervous. I hadn’t had a fight like a
street fight in seven years. I was
getting paranoid because he was
close to me so I defended myself.
"I had no other choice but to
defend myself. He hit me in the
chest. I wasn’t planning to punch
him. I was fighting because I was
scared."
Tyson said he punched Green
above the eye but damaged his
own right hand in the process,
causing a hairline fracture to the
third metacarpal.
The break "was not of a serious nature." said the boxer’s
manager. Bill Cayton.
Whether Tyson’s Oct. 8 fight
against Bruno in Wembley, Eng-

ACCESSORIES
HARD WARE
SOFTWARE
TRAINING
SUPPORT
SERVICE

NOW
OPEN
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"Northern Californians are
finding out that car insurance is
no problem at Public:’
Randy Cross
On The Road For-Public
Insurance

,o0C’

Back To School Specials

5 % off to
all SJSU
students
and staffl

SONY 3.5 DS/DD 19 99
JVC 5.25 DS/HDI -- 19.99
JvC 5.25 DSIDD - 13.99
5.99
Mouse Pads
Surge Protectors -- 14.99
Printer Paper 14 99

We have all the answers!
save time & money -- Call 297-WERX
C OMPUTER WERX

Tickets, an accident, no prior insurance. . It’s No Problem!
Public offers low rates, payments spread over 12 months and
you can charge your first payment.

1-800-345-1995
CALL NOW FOR A QUOTE

PUBLIC INSURINICS
IT’S NO PROBLEM

Use Your a
VW’

FREE DOWNTOWN DELIVERY
A1011.1.

- sw"

=, Credit Card
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Running back Johnny Johnson keeps up with Spartan tradition
By Darren Sabedra
Daily staff writer
Its third down and five, the Spartans have the ball trailing by two and
time dipping to its final seconds in
the fourth quarter.
What’s the call’? Pass. right?
Well, this season that might not be
automatic. With Johnny Johnson
permanently moving front wide receiver to running back, the Spartans
may be just as effective running the
ball as passing it.
Johnson, who said he’s recovered
from the broken collarbone he suffered in spring practice, will be a
valuable resource in the San Jose
State offensive backfield when the
Spartans open the season Sept. 3 at
New Mexico State.
"At running back. Johnny provides us with the big back we need...
SJSU Head Coach Claude Gilbert
said.
As a back, Johnson follows in the
footsteps of his dad. Johnny Sr..
who was a back at SJSI.’ from 196062. The elder Johnson held the
school rushing record for 14 years.
But Johnson, who knows all about
what his dad accomplished. said he
just worries about his own game
when he’s on the field.
When 1 play, I just want to play
my kind of game, which is winning." Johnson said. "My goal
when the season starts is to get to the
highest level, which is the Cal
Bow I.
Johnson, who’s entering his third
season at SJSU. is regarded as a
leader on this year’s team, which is
returning only one offensive starter.
"Johnny motivates by example."

Johnny Johnson
.

.S/111111111 II/1111111g bill I.

said outside linebacker Rill Alcantara. "He always goes for that extra
yard. When he gets hit and five guys
are on top of him, he never stops. He
always gets up. Its sheer desire."
Johnson emphasized that he wants
to keep the vs inning attitude the
Spanans have had the past two seasons.
"If people want to look at me as a
leader. that’s great... Johnson said.
"I’m not going to give any Knute
Rockne speeches Rut I’d like to
keep a positive attitude.
The junior. who caught 31 passes
for 482 yards and 5 touchdowns as a
receiver in 1987. said losing last
year’s Cal Bowl is what’s motivating
him this year.
’Losing the game last year put a
sour note on last season. We worked
so hard to get there and didn’t get the
joh done. he said.
Johnson. who played tailback in
the final quarter of the regular season
finale last season and rushed or 59
yards on 8 carries and I touchdown.
said he’ll be more of a power back
rather than a break -away runner.
"I’m not the barn -burner type of
back. I’m not the fast runner. I’m
more of a cut back type of back."
Johnson said.
The native of Santa Cruz is timed
at 4.6 in the 40-yard dash.
At 6-3. 211 pounds, he will be
seeing a lot of action if things go
according to plan. Gilbert said.
"As a wide receiver you only get
the ball about five to six times a
game, Gilbert explained. "I think
it was a bigger move, as far as hint
adjusting is concerned, moving to

49ers cut Eason and Keller to meet player limit
SANTA CLARA. Calif. (API
Veteran safety Bo Eason. acquired
during the on season. it as cut by the
San Francisco 49ers as the club
trimmed its roster to reach the 60player limit.
The 49ers had acquired Eason
from the Houston Oilers for a conditional fifth- iiiild draft pick. The
fifth -year player from the University
of California at Das is started every
game for the Oilers in 1985 and
started nine games in 1986 before
spraining a knee and finishing the
year on injured reserve.
Eason had surgery’ on his right
knee prior to the stai t ot the 1987
and appeared in only three games.
"Eason just didn’t develop as we
thought he it ould. o.oul Coda Bill

Ray Wershing
’unhappy’ with
49er release
SANTA CLARA. Calif. (API
A friend described veteran San
Francisco 49er Ray Wersching as
unhappy about his unconditional
release from the team. but guard
Randy Cross said he was not surprised by the departure.
"You become fairly perceptive
about what’s going on.- said
Cross. who has been on the team
since 1976. The higher you get
on that seniority list. the sooner
it’s going to happen to you."
Wersching. the placekicker
who ranks ninth among the
NFL’s all-time scoring leaders.
and veteran running hack Joe
Cribbs were granted unconditional releases Monday. The 49ers
said the players requested the decision.
"Ray asked for his release and
we acceded... Coach Bill Walsh
said. "He met with me Sunday
and asked for an appraisal of the
situation. and I told him that it
was extremely competitive. 1 said
he would have to judge for himself whether or not he would
make the team.
Neither player was available
for continent.
Mike Cofer. 24. who joined
the 49ers this summer as a free
agent. is in line to take over the
job Wersching held for 11 seasons.
Wersching. who turned 38 on
Sunday. holds most of the team’s
placekicking records. He broke
into the NFL in 1973 with San
Diego and has a 15 -season total
of 1.122 points in regular season
games.
Wersching was described by an
unidentified friend as "upset."
"It’s hard for me to believe
that he would ask to be released.
knowing the competitive person
he is." said safety Ronnie Lott.
"I don’t think he would do that.
Cofer. a former North Carolina
State player. is the only placekicker on the roster following the
release of Wersching. Cofer
played in two games with the
New Orleans Saints during last
season’s strike by NFL players.
Cribbs, 30. an eight -year pro.
rushed for 890 yards during his
two seasons with the 49ers.
During his years with the
49ers. Wersching scored 979
points. surpassing Tommy Davis’
record of 7314.

Walsh. Eason is the brother of New those players when they return. The Stanford, and linebacker Ken MarEngland Patriots quarterback Tony other three must first clear waivers.
chiol were placed on minor injured
Eason.
Tight end Greg Baty, formerly of reserve.
In other moves. the 49ers waived
two players and placed Se% ell other
players on injured reserve. Punter
Microstat’ons Authorized ARCHE Reseller
370 Altaor Way, Suite 77, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Ron Keller also got the as.
Keller. a free agent claimed on
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waivers from the Miami Dolphins.
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wide et: o. el . hit’t,iuse lie a Haim al
running hack."
As a back. Gilbert said Johnson
will see the ball 25-30 times a game.
either catching it or running it
’We’ie hoping that mow mg him
to tailback will he a positmse moose.’
Gilbert said "He’s going to he the
workhorse in (our attack
Johnson belies es the team will
have more optimums with him ,it hack
"I think this year were going tO
have more balance in ow attack
We’re going to use me is a slot
back. I’m going to he coniiii!,! out ot
lit said
the backfield as a reccict
"We lost a lot iit stipei stars ,111 last
year’s team, but this s ea’ I think
we’re going to go u ;di sit hate% ei is
working.
’If the running game is going
well, we’ll poohahly Itin. lithe passing game is going well, we’ll piohably pass.- he continued.
Gilbert, on the other hand. didn’t
want to say the team is going to

lot h
change its otte11,1%L. sit helllt:
has been suy :ssttil the past two se,’
sons.
"We led the nation in pas ang last
season. Gilbert said We ilitou
the hall about 60 peicent if the time
We don’t want to seem away boom
that.
"Hui this season, we have one 111
the best voles of running hacks this
so:hool has even liad And thato sat
mg a lot. het. MI,: I,ist Wastill
son and Saxon woo: outstanding in
their ow ii tight."
Johnson doesn’t c ant to make aic.
prediy tions about the
son. but he belies es SJSLis ill,to
prise a lot itt people
’Predictions are nice. but I.
I
otten misleading, he said.
years ago we were picked to he
ward the bottom of the conference
and we won the (’al Howl
And t t SJSU is going to repeat that
feat. the Spartans will probably need
a hi,. \ car from Johnny Johnson.
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Get A’s and B’s for your parents,
and a CD for yourself
Try a Macintosh todly.Ttu
may skin a Sony Discman.
Now that a new school vex is
under way we have An ska that’ll
make b-oh sin and rtiur parents

feel a fill mire confident Welt.
finalstime
Get a Nikiniush’ computer h
helpulth your homework
Thor you’ll never Nichols-n(1
aluther All ingfiter retyping J PItT
111.4 Ii purge J nporsand
Jangling no slifiers Ii sill he Able to
dank out assignments that lixikas
bough viii hnlxvla friend in an
school
And with an amazing new
pro ognun 1led IlypeCird’
wits h av4 happens to come
pakaged withetery Macintosh
ty,Jniie z)(1
ymou tan eitilly
crass reference reSe.et h ii ws ii,
your heads content

...

EXPRESS

ENTREES AND MORE
GRILL

UNION

CONNECTION

FOOD SERVICES
THE

ROOST

ESPRESSO ENCOUNTER
SPARTAN

BAKERY

SPARTAN

PUB

CATERING SERVICES
UNIVERSITY ROOM
And of that writ enough relstgl
iolt at aNtamintosh today, here’s
am *Iitl
light lass, you have three
ofuncesto winmoneofsony’s
Ihso nun" (1) pl3yer, includ
mg the exotingSoonv Nicker
Ihs(nvut,WIllifialtit)plass
the new1 inmh (1)s And
(Sett if y011 MISS out mr
(lie CI) player !MO no
4illvan(One illS Vg1,1t
Ishou.s Nooarinp nit fied
regN1111114 ii
Itt.4 fill
firm al file Valk liqol
hekiw
sotome in:uxIget lour
kinds itra Mat Ink ish
il

Ifit tinvuunsdl.diiit Iii
your folks
ak

DINING

COMM ONS

The power lobe your hest

<>FLEXIBLE HOURS <>
<>ON CAMPUS<>
BEAT THE RUSH
<>APPLY NOW!.

Enter: August 29th -Sewn bur 1 -th
Spartan Bookstore’s Coniputer 1)ept.
iii
111 1.11 inheshi,
5101, IT lilt I .11111,11111 ih

11.1t.1.11..... liii

itarliiimi ii, ibiD iitlrmait

Applications available at all
Spartan Shops Food Service
registers.
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Ity 1.isa Ostroskl

pasty staff writer
For the first time. SJSU is selling
parking passes to the entire student
body tor $81 each. Hut this does not

mean an end to parking woes
What used to he an exclusive privilege of dormitory residents, night
and as at silt students. has been extended hi all day tune commuters.
’flue reason tin the new permit system is to offset the parking fee in,. lease. approyed by the California
state Unkersity lioaid of Trustees
tot the entire university system.
This semester. the cost for parking
on the SJSU campus has been raised
Ii ittrt 17; LANUS to $2 per day. The in,. lease is for renovation and con ’Ii iIi_ lit ill
a space in the garages
may be an impossible task. espe-

ss is 1:1 Bradley mops the floor of the stoillens guti
111, I students went through program adjustment

Gnarl Baer patty staff phologf ever
day I uesday. Students spent an entire day trying
to get their classes before classes resumed.

Auto brokers allowed to advertise
under new state assembly legislation
s V
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tl Ix. Sella’s: V% eshiesslay appi ii ed
Aid then .e,.2teed to ?es:onside’ a hill
Mow ing auto broke’ s to asIvertise
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The bill. \13582 hv Assemblx man
lam Haws. 1) 1.0.1,tild. was appioved on .1
lit Stile. with one
pporter saSI iii hi hers could be
tnit out it business if the measure
kk

deleated

H,Il I IN. plipfiNal is a compromise
CI Iv cell the hi sikers and dealers. But
ot the dealeis, illainly ones
Solitheril Calitortlis: deal and hired
t,, sas i.imento lobbyists.

ers.
Riokeis li_is e been 01,0.’1111g
undet a regulation that allow them
to advertise vehicles that are not in
their possession but are available
through a contract with another
dealer.
The Department of Motor Vehi:les wants to repeal that regulation.
contending that current law does not
support the provision.
Harris bill would allow the brokers to continue to advertise if the
ads include certain disclosures, including it the vehicle Is ,t1hfeit to

Sell. Quentin Kopp. I -San Fran-

cisco. the hills Senate floor manage’. said he won the necessary
Soles liii pa,dge 14 the measure
sato agieeing to .1.k tor reconsideration ot the bill Thui.d.i.
The move will all, M lawmakers to
consider amendments proposed by
opponents. Kopp said. adding that
he is uncertain w hat is in those
amendments
Auto hbikets
:is shoppers for
cal !mixers. x laiming they can find a
tiaiticulai model sought by a cm lon pi ice They usually
ti inter :it
do not maintain Inventories of their
:111.11,1111
from a dealei xxith a
xi ii hut "Nam sass from franchised franchise and the date Its w ii ratify
dealers and tesell them to consum- commenced.

Bill curbing auditing methods dies in Senate
\\

\ Itiji tii

i\

spend lx the Caloot ma ee,xlature was
Wed Wednesday in a move that ultmlately xould he a victory tor critics
I CO

.111Lht114! 1111k

01

I

.1 current leeislatoC practices.
Assemhb.imin "’tun Bane. FY Van
’Sm... told the Senate Rules Com-

mittee that his A114564 would iefute
what he desst died as ’nu mei ous and
constant and s
attacks by leg e critics by putting into Jan
current auditing practices 1,1 the Iegis latu re
Hut Senate President Pro Tem
Day id Roberti. Dios Angeles. told
Bane that "while the time has come
to pass something along the lines it
s hill sou base come up w oh. we 1 in
!he Senate) want sonic input.- and
said he is anted the hill put aside until
nest .ctiir

I bill sklity . August 25. linis

Parking problems persist

Mopping Up
1111111111*

ol

Hane ereed ’n ith si tile
reluctance- to send his hill to interim study ,utter Roberti promised
that it would he among the first issues taken up when the 1989-90
.egislatui e xonvenes ill December.
Ralph lona ot Divot’. a persistent vim. ol the 1 q,islattne’s
spending piactices vs Ito has clashed
ttett ix ill Bane, said alter the %tile
that he Sims encouraged that Rob.
ertls ins oly einem in &along new
audit rules could help collect what
Morrell has described as spending
abuses by a ininorav ot Ian makers.
\
I’m not ...Mist iet1; Morrell
it the 4-0 committee vote to
delay action on the issue until nest
y cal -Howe\
si_c aye not been
defeated. and
Sen.

c hal ee.

’While the time has
come to pass
something along
the lines of what
you have come up
with, we (in the
Senate) want some
input.’
David Roberti,

I

Senate President
Pro Tern D-Los Angeles

till’

C

\

oat’ \ between 8:30 a. lit. and 12:30
p.m. There are 5.500 spaces and
26.000 students.
In addition to the garages, there is
one 200 -space parking lot on Seventh and Humboldt streets. "With
the overflow tot parking) onto the
street. we can park 400 easy... said
Opalewski.
Students attending school in the
morning are going to have the most
difficulty finding spaces. Opalewski
said the garages start filling up het yy een 8 arid 8:15 a.m, and are full
h 830 to 8:45 a.m.
!!
ou can, alternative transportation is what you want to do."
I

Opalew ski said. He also suggested
that people might want to carpool to
save 111111112 on the permit.
Int) iii more people can purchase
one car-pool permit tor $81, which
can he used w ith any of the group’s
vehicles. The car pool permits can
be used at the Seventh Street garage
only.
These permits may only he used

District elections
win state support
,..,,,,,j.k.\\11.Ni(),Ais,
A bill to
make it easiel tot supporters of district elections tor school board and
city council has won state Senate approval.
The measure. -1133976 by Assent
bly man Peter Chacon, 1)-San Diegs I.
cleared the upper house Wednesday
on 2I -I I cote and was returned to
the Assembly for a vote on Senate

Roberti and Bane chair the two

when at least two people are riding
in the car, Opalew ski said.
Students who do not purchase a
permit for the garages or the outside
parking lot on SeYenth and Humboldt streets will have to pay $2 per
day and will be limited to parking in
the Seventh Street garage and the
outside lot.
Starting Wednesday afternoon.
anywhere from 10.000 to 14.((M1
permits had been sold, Opalewski
estimated. Though the students are
buying the permits. they’ are not all
happy about the sy stem or the cost.
’It’s lousy to pay $81 when
you’re not 12 \ en guaranteed a parking
spot.- said Valerie Parent. an
&NU student.

fie% system. which she telt was unlust.
"1 feel that $81 is steep for night
students that conic jUst two or three
nights a a eek I think it is atrocious

that they have raised it to that
amount for everyone." she said.
Commuting students can purchase
permits from 9 a. m. to 4 p.m
through Sept. 2 in the Uniunhum
Room of the Student l!nion.
Dormitory residents and ay lilt It

students can purchase their tel
at the Seventh Street garage. Night
students can purchase their permits
at the customer sers ice desk in the
Student Union. Disabled students
w
need to go to the 1)k:third Student, olice.

Night student Loris Hartman
pointed out another aspect of the

Auto fees increase
with passage of bill
SACRAMEN.11/1.APi

--

25 V
Glass of
Ntichelob draft

The As

sembly gave final :ipproval Wednesday to a bill that V, ould allow ’nowtists to use then credit cards to pay
some car registi;ition fees ifei the
telephone.

MI the purchase of any sandwich

OUR WIDE SELECTION OF
SANDWICHES INCLUDE:

The hill would also increase the
tees for transtei I iuun iegisnation, late
transfer and obtaining an use
certificate.

CLUB
TURKEY
CHICKEN SALAD
TUNA
ROAST BEEF
AND 10 MORE!

The bill, A134264 by Assemblyman William Duplissea, R -San Carlos, was sent to the governor by a
64-1 vote.
The bill would increase the fee for
transfer of’ vehicle registration from
$7 to $9, and the penui Iiy for late
transfer of $3 to $11),

Sit E. San Carlos 947-1333
New Hours
Fri -Sat until II PM
Sunday 10-6
LWith this coupon & SJSU

Campus Ministry
Sunday Evening Services

-1

Catholic Mass
6:30 & 8:00 p.m.
,.

&snick
Chacon says that such a requirement puts a burden on a measure’s

V Aar

proponents and can turn an election
campaign into a debate over district
lines instead of a discussion os el
\\ twitter a school district trustees and

Lutheran Worship
10:00 p.m.

’

Monday Prayer Group at 3:30
10th & San Carlos

ilk council members should he
elected at -large sir by districts.

298-0204

FREE PIZZA

I

Fund’. w Inch ha, I iii It’d tor suonger
accounting sit liii I cislattne.s still
tingency

FpMANUFACTURERS
clS HANOVER

KeithOpalewski
administrative analyst

amendments
Cliacon’s proposal would eliuuui
nate a requirement that ballot meastiles
l’or district elections in
chide the boundaries or the proposed

Roberti is. ill addictss this issue and
listen it reason...
We are on firni gri sund.’’ added
Morrell. se ho chairs a citiiens com( ’literal ion Slush
mittee called

len is lit se CI mitnittee which, between them. are responsible for all sparked cilicism by taxpayers and
legislatiye spending on staff salaries. miss spiipei editorials ut the past.
silt ices. espenses sit members and
.iiiitendine that his measure "is
manx it the other items %% Inch have &died to answer all of the

I

‘If you can, alternative transportation is
what you want to do.’

FOUR DAYS ONLY

Smart

When you need financial assistance...
you’ve got a friend.
Make that two.
Oiorking together to help you through
these financially demanding years
Manufacturers Hanover and your school
Student Credit Union

free delivery

280-0707

When you have two friends in your
corner, obtaining the necessary fund; f,
see you through College gets a
lot easier A lot simpler
After all, you already have enough
on your mind You don’t need the addeu
burden of worrying about where
the money’s coming from
We can help, but the first step is up
to you Stop in and see your
credit union representative Ask
about our education loan products, or
if you prefer simply call
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(408) 947-7273
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BUY ONE SLICE GET ONE OF
EQUAL VALUE FREE!
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Lobbyist works full-time championing AIDS -related legislation
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SACRAMENTO (AP)
In the
gay community. the rallies and candlelight narches of the 1970s laid the
groundwork for a political force
that’s been galvani/ed by the AIDS
crisis
..11 the forefront of the organi/ing

effort is Rand Martin, the first lobbyist in the state capital to work runtime on AIDS -related legislation.
Martin works for the Libby for
Individual Freedom and Equality, a
name sonic legislators at first confused with anti -abortion groups. Established two years ago, LIFE is
made up of 55 affiliates throughout
the state, including gay and lesbian
community groups, political organi/ations and AIDS %cry ice programs.
At quarterly meetings, a state
board of 55 directors hanimers out a
detailed government affairs platform
that provides Martin with guidance.
After that, he’s on his ow n.
Hundreds of AIDS hills have been
introduced since 1985. when Demo-

crane Assemblyman Art Agnos,
now the ina)or of San Fiancisco, authored legislation prohibiting AIDS
testing w idiom an individual’s consent. That bill also required written
authon/ation to disclose test result,
and forbade the use or testing as a
screening des ice for insurers and
employers.
This year. do/ens of bills have
sought to modify Agnos legislation
by relaxing disclosure standards for
test results. authori/ing testing of
certain groups or allowing some testing by insurance companies Many
more have addressed other aspects of
the epidemic. including increased
protections for health care and law
enforcement workers.
Of about 140 AIDS bills introduced this year. Martin says his
group has supported about 75 percent.
"People think all we do is oppose
bills," says Martin. ’’In reality. most
of the bills introduced are good

\ LW YORK (AP)
Seasoned
by ,onie new, more conservative
members. the U.S. Supreme Court
seems to be occasionally taking a
more tolerant tack about religion’s
place in public affairs.
This was indicated in several of
the court’s rulings in its 1987-88
term, notably in upholding inclusion
of religious organi/ations in a fed
eral program to fight teen-age preg
nancy and abortion.
In a time of soaring church -state
litigation, the case was among a
doien of this kind handled in the
high court’s latest term.
The Family Life Act of 1981,
which critics derisively call the
"chastity la yy . had been challenged
as unconstitutionally advancing religion by funding religious as well as
secular groups to touter sexual discipline among youths.
There are nearly a million teenage pregnancies annually in the
[ruled States, with about half of
them aborted.
Under the law, about a fourth of
the $11) million spent annually under
the act has gone to religious groups.
American Civil Liberties Union and
.ithers charged this unconstitutionally promoted religion.
How eyer. in a 5-4 decision on the
final day of the coures term June 30,
it upheld the law, saying Congress
inay recogni/e "the important part
that ... religious organi/ations play
in resolving certain secular problems."

’Government funds are paying for
religious organization to teach and
counsel impressionable adolescents on
a highly senstive subject of considerable
religious significance.’
Justice Harry A. Blackmun,
U.S Supreme Court
Such orgaiii/aomi, aren’t barred
"from participating in publicly
sponsored
social
welfare programs," wrote Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist. adding that any
boost to religion was "at most incidental."
Justice Harry A. Blackmun dissented. saving "government funds
are paying for religious organi/ation
to teach and counsel impressionable
adolescents on a highly senstive subject of considerable religious significance."
In another case that turned out favorably for religious groups, the
court let stand an Illinois law.
exempting religious day-care centers
from state regulations.
About 33 states have such laws.
Churches
provide
the
largest
sponsorship of day-care centers in
the nation.
Another case of historic potential

amend legislation to gain his support
Martin chooses his words v. ith
care when he testifies before legislative committees. He is respeued
by law makers for has ing "a practical sense of what can he done.’’
according to Democratic Assembly man Terry Friedman of Los An-

Assemblyman 0-Stockton

Conservative Court hands down heavenly
rulings in many recent religious decisions

in upholding religious rights. an 8-1
high court decision overruled a
lower court decision and held the
U.S. Roman Catholic Church had a
right to appeal a contempt citation
against it.
The contempt citation had been issued by a district court for the
church’s refusal to produce a vast
array of internal church records demanded in a lawsuit by a New York
pro -abortion group.
It sought to have the Internal Revenue Service revoke the entire
church’s federal tax exemption on
the ground that it had engaged in political activity opposing abortion.
Most of the nation’s other major
denominations, Protestant and Eastern Orthodox, had sided with C.7atholie Church in opposing the attack on
its tax exemption
seeing it as a
threat to all religious bodies.

tion for Retarded Catiens, he says
he was ready to make a job change
when LIFE was formed. After seeing many friends succumb to AIDS,
he brings a personal commitment to
his work, too.
In his sparse office two blocks
from the Capitol. Martin sits behind
his desk and lines up a long row of
pink telephone message slips.
Lately. Martin has been lobbying
for legislation to prevent "dumping" of AIDS patients He wants to
require physi 1,1111 to make appropri-

Anti -abortion
clinic faces
trial in S.F.
TestiSAN FRANCISCO (API
mony in a trial challenging that A
women
Free Pregnancy Center lured
seeking pregnancy tests and consist
when it actually
cling abortions
was scheduled
is as anti -abortion
to begin Thursday.
The center has been sued by the
Committee to Defend Reproductive
Rights and the San Francisco District
Attorney’s Office, which is seeking
civil penalties against the center for
alleged misleading advertising.
Attorneys tor the center have denied the charge and said that the Center advertised and provided free pregnancy tests, plus counseling. They
contend their freedom of speech and
religion are under attack by pro abortionists.
The Superior Court trial is expected to last two to three weeks.
Carla Abbott... a 29-year-old
bookkeeper represented by the Committee to Ikfend Reproductive
Rights, said she visited the center
two sears ago and was subjected to
pictures of bloody fetuses and lectured about the evils of abortion.
Abortion supporters say centers
such as the one in San Francisco pick
neutral names, often are located near
abortion clinics and avoid answering
when callers ask whether they provide abortions or referrals for them.

The hunter system allowed parole
hearings to most prisoners and gave
more leeway to judges and parole officials.
The 2-1 ruling. however, applies
only in the 9th Circuit, which includes California, Nevada, Aritona.
Montana,
Oregon, Washington.
Idaho, Alaska, Hawaii. Guam and
the Northern Mariana Islands.
Federal prisoners in those areas
"will see the parole hoard and others
won’t" said Judy Clarke, executive
director of Federal Defenders Inc. of
San Diego and one of the defense

RESERVE

OFFICERS’

testing tor health msutancc willtail

Ti’ he etfectiv e. Martin has to be
connected to a state w ide network ot
:tooisis who can he counted on to
send letters. make plume calls and
mohillie supporters is hen key v
smite up.
-I
get complaints trom fig is
talons. offices that the ’re not heat
mg from gay-s or the AIDS commuthat the get postcards iron
nity
the right wing. says Almon.
Rut he says that in two years.
LIFE has been Eclat is els successlul
in building a network that didn’t
even exist in the past.

Assemblyman Patrick Johnston,
1)-Stockton. is the sponsor of legislation Martin opposes that Ninth]
allow some AIDS testing by insurNevertheless.
companies.
ance

Johnston says, "Without equis ocation. Rand Martin has immov ed the
quality or AIDS bills that l’se carried...

Campus Ministry offers support
for students seeking community
By Kara Myers
Daily staff writer
Students seeking a religious
group. whether Christian oi Jewish.
won’t have to look very tii.
SJSUs Campus Ministry is a
unique blend of Catluilic. Protestant
and Jewish Ministries Rarely is
there such a mix in one building,
according to the Rev. Bob Leger,
chaplain of the Catholic Newman
Community.
"It has been enriching to all of us
to have the Jewish representation
here in Campus Ministry." said
Norb Firnhaber. the Lutheran Campus Minister.
The center houses four ministries:
Lutheran Campus Ministry. Catholic
Newman Community. Hind Jewish
Student Association and
I
Campus Christian Ministry, which is
a blanket organitation for the United
Church of Christ. Presbyterian,
United Methodist, Episcopal. Disciples of Christ and American Baptist.
The Campus Ministry Center, 1,,
cated on the corner of San Carlos
and Tenth streets, is a place for students seeking fellow ship, counseling
and community .
All of the ministers in the center
counsel students in areas of self
identity. faith, relationships. coca
t ion and other areas of concern.
"The basic underlying issues in
counseling are ’who am I and how

Shiras said the is ailing list at thc
counseling sets ices IS 100 long As .1
result. she is 12elping coordinate a
peer coutiselinp. poignant in is Inch
students take a training com.e to
learn how to help other students

do I fit into this world?"’ Leger
said.
"The Counseling sen ices on campus are inadequate." said the Rev.
Natalie Shiras, representative of the
United Campus Christian Ministry
(1.1CCM).

FAST
Copies
kinko’s

the copy center
310 S. THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336

481 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
OPEN 7 DAYS
295-5511

CONFETTI’S CAFE
AND DANCE CLUB
Every Thursday

I awyers in ’Tuesday ’s case.
Many of the scores it prison sentenced under new guidelines will be
eligible for reduced sentences under
the old system revived by the court’s
ruling. And defendants who pleaded
guilty, expecting to he sentenced
under the new, rejected rules may be
able to withdraw their pleas and start
their cases over.
But the chairman of the seven member Sentencing Commission
that drafted the guidelines under a
1984
federal
lawpredeicted
Wednesday’ they would he upheld.

TRAINING

that lite insurance testing willpa,
this y eat . hut he remains hopctul that

geles.

Federal prisoners may get break;
sentencing guidelines rejected
Many
SAN FRANCISCO (Al’)
federal prisoners in the western
United States will be eligible for reduced sentences or able to start their
cases over again as a result of a fedmil court decision striking down
new sentencing guidelines.
A sentencing law that expired last
fall took effect again Wednesday,
one day after the 9th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals ruled that
guidelines establishing relatively
fixed sentences without parole were
unconstitutional because of judges
were involved in their drafting.

The ’mamase industry is pushing
hatil to alloys testing to ...teen pro
speolve Ide and health !wait amt.’
customers tor A IDS Martin predicts

ponents into a Consistent supporter.
lawmakers seek his opinion and will

Patrick Johnston,

bills."
Acquired immune deficiency syndrome is a fatal disease that attacks
the body’s immune sy stem, rendering it incapable ot resisting other
diseases and infections. Nearly 40,000 Americans have died of AIDS
since mid -1981 and health officials
estimate that between 1 million and
1.5 million Americans have been exposed to the virus.
Martin, who is from Los Angeles,
came to Sacramento three years ago.
A former lobbyist for the Associa-

1 he tats of do/ens of AIDS lulls
will he decided by midnight this
,ommg Wednesday . w hen the two
’’ii legislaoye session ends

ate referrals before discontinuing
care of AIDS patients
Very few hills are ’hlatantIS ho
iii p1*
Martin ay , Although
Martin has yet to turn inic of his op-

’Without equivocation, Rand Martin has
improved the quality of AIDS bills that
I’ve carried.’

UNIVERSITY
NIGHT
2 for 1 Corona’s
Live Modern Music
And D.J. Dancing

TONIGHT AUG 25th
THE LOOTERS

CORPS

Exclusive South Bay appearance
In Conjunction with

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.

Downtown Sari Jose’s Hottest new
Nightclub for Modern Music and DJ Music
Dancing Nightly Wednesday -Sunday 7pm to 2am Remember
Every Thursday Night - 2 for 1 Coronasc75c Kamikazi and Tequila Poppers
21 and over please

If you’re looking for excitement and adventure, you’ll find it when you enroll in Army
ROTC. It’s not your ordinary college elective.
Find out more. Contact Jon Alois, Room
310, MacQuarrie Hall, 924-2925

T

ARMY WIT
TI! MEW COLLEGE
COURSE TOO MI TAIL

+
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325 S. First St. 2nd floor
(across from Camera Onel
Parking located at 2nd 8 San Carlos

(408) 294-1922

Original
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Republican nominee pledges support
to controversial running mate, Quayle
Associated
standing
Geinge hi.
film behind limning mate Dasi
Quayle despite "insidious iumoriiiiistions about
imingers
the Indiana scuatois chat :icier. as
1)einocrat SIlL li.eI 1)iikak is aunt-LI
some it the !hushes! milk sm et at
his Republii. an 1.pp, mem
ice tiCSILlCili Rush compiamed
wimp.
dining .1 Weston
that the flood ot questions ahrita his
LAION.L. 01’ ;INK,. csidoinal r(i/Ming
Itic Isties
Mate %k J, JIM% li111:2
plC5idel111.11

that his campaign
itild get hack on mkt. "vilienevei
stop asking me theNt: ti is
deilaiell

ot sup
Iiiu hush JIM, told a
poitcis i2athered iii flow il the Cali
in
Sal iaillentl,
State Capitol
not going
ICI sonic
droe me to change
ii is mind
I’m standing behind Dan
Quay le
Quay le also lanicrited Tuesday
it "the yowls iron ’t know Dan

Quay le because you haven’t given
me a chance to present myself to
A IIII:rica.
Making his first solo tlight as the
(
vice presidential nominee.
Quay le travels today to Cincinnati
and I. I L. 1110111). K) .. before making .111 addless tonight before a national ,ontetence of enlisted National I tilaidsinen in St I rims.
()ii .15 le is facim.. questions about
ins \ at lona’ Guard duty at the height
ot the Vietnam War, admission into
Ian school and claims by former lobbyist Paula Parkinson that he propositioned her eight years ago during a
It y acalion in Florida with two
iiingressmen
\Is Paikinson kik] Playboy magazine she iebutted Quayles adances during the sacation because
she was there %%Mt then-U.S. Rep.
Tom Tv an., a Del:mare Republican.
We timed a lot and danced extremely close and suggestively,"
\Is. Pat k inson told the iiiae.i/ine
about Quayle. according to g \cerpis
id the forthcoming article ,eleased

Report says American youth
staying in school, at home
own; pei.ple are the most CLIII
iIi history hut not necessarily
he best eklueated. and they ’re taking
lom2ei to become self .supporting
ILtilli:I new gov CI hinlelti I L’INNI iii
s

( lhi.’’tii I
I L’INN I

FAILIL::111011
tutu Ji .

1011(1.1

Sis

ietaiv
IFIC

IIIC

IS to 24-yeai -olds lo mg %itli
patents nix ix-ascii from 4.1 percent in
1461/ to 53.h pcrcent in 1985.
’’Ainerkaii young people seem to
lomei ." he said
he staying
They seem to he becoinim2 autonomous, self -supporting milliiLItI,1i5 at
:1 -dins el rate than i.o rince the
lit

entitled "l’outh IndiV, as compiled from
..ators 1988.
evisting data dating back to 1950
triiin federal agencies and priv.ite oreimi/ations
1)tirine that time. the peicentaee
it
meri
,:ins .4..e 25 to ’4 inereasekt from 7 7
_ .
LC IN R-1.

Tuesday. "He said he wanted to
make love."
Washington
Glenn
attorney
Lewis. who represented Ms. Parkin
son when she was questioned by the
FBI in 1981, said Playboy’s account
agreed with what she told the FBI.
But Quayle said he had nothing
to do with her." adding. "This is
just getting a little hit outrageous and
I’m getting a little bit indignant
about rust one hum rap alter another.’’
Dukakis was traveling today to
Washington to pick up an endorsement from the 13 -minion -member
AFL-CIO. On Tuesday. the Massachusetts governor borrowed Bush’s
line about "voodoo economics’’ to
criticize the vice president’s budget
plan.
"There is no Republican plan.
Dukakis said. The vice president is
talking about a flexible free/e.
That’s like a melting ice cube.
Thai’s the son of voodoo econom ics.Bush
"
critici/ed Ronald Reagan’s economic proposals as "voo-

Army destroys homes
in apparent retaliation
JELAZOCN. Occupied West
Bank (API
The army Wednesday demolished three homes be
longing to Palestinians N110 allegedly killed at Aiiib collaborator
and Israel sharply reit:lied US
criticism it its deportation puiliLy
Palestinians in the occupied
West Bank and Ga./a Strip began
a two-day general strike to protest
the deaths of four Arabs in Israeli
prisons.

in 1950 when the
doo econonm
tvio wile competing for the GOP
presidential nomination.
Dukakis also questioned Bush’s
support tin mandatory recitation of
the Pledge of Allegiance in schools,
saying the vice president was unfit to
run for president it lie would sign
such legislation .utter being told by a
Limit iliat it was unconstitutional.
Rush ...iintinued to entoy post -convention gams in the polls
A nevv Gallup poll said Bush was
leading Dukakis. 48 peicent to 44
pet k.ent. among registered voters.
Hii%k en. the survey had a margin of
erluil or .1 percentage points, meaning that eithei t igure could he off by
that nitkli Gallup contacted I .0(X)
hikeR %meis last weekend immediately tollok ii ig the Republican National LOM C111111111
Thele :11 ’11 V, LI e signs of progress
being made on a debate schedule between the two presidential contend
ens. with Dukakis campaign chair
mail Paul lirounta, to meet with his
counterpait in the Rush campaign.

John Whitehead. the I.’ S dep
uty secretai iii state. UT ged Ismael
to reomsido its polioill deporting Palestinian activ Isis and said
continued evpulsions Nnotild dam
age relations between the twit
countries.
The Israeli Foieign Ministly
today. responded. "Isi.iel di/C..1114
accept the Aineric.ill
veal d
lion of international

But Finn said falling SAT and
ACT scores, plus the last -place ranking of U.S. students in recent inlet
national science and mathematic,
tests, are reason tor concern.
"I have to say that while a lot
mote kids ate getting more educati,,ii
measined in the number of yeliot
schooling. they don’t know very
nitich." he said. "They make me
worry about the future of a country
that’, 1,115015! up people with a numbet i y ems In school but that don’t
know anything
The study said the trends may be
;elated. since "late marriage is a reasonable iesponse to lower earn

ing deportations . The legality
ot LiepOrEal It RIN \kJ, checked receiitls by [shier s Supreme Court.
Ii lilted that deportations are
legal. acciiiding to both Israeli
and 1111011.11 Iona! law.
Prime linister Yitzhak Shame
also explained Israel’s polls.) on
depoutat ii ills III :I 40-11111111te Meeting NA1.1

s%1111 t

S

kering. said Sham!’ ’s
I i’dmel
‘P’kc‘man
m. reto alisei
co
i:ker inIii !lsed
portei s’ questions about the !hireling. and Paine’ refused to elabmaIsrael
has deported .13 Palestinians since the Palestinian utilising
began Dec X Last week. 25
more \vele oi del ed expelled.
Whitehead., statement marked
the ill sl 11111C the I S has warned
that Israel’s policies in the territoi les could threaten relations.
TiltNii.IN PI,

Vissit
etrittarcv
tortilbt

Are You Thinking About Going On
To Graduate & Law School?

pch.ent in 1950 to 2 1 peicein ui
198h The 198h total ot those s’ Iii
some college. 44 pet cent. is greater
than the percentage %kith only a high
schisil education, 42.1 percent. for
the tirst time in tr.S. history.

I lunskl,i. ugust 25. 19s,

BAR/BRI Professional Testing Center
Will Help You Get There

LSAT GMAT
MCAT GRE

frfna
..0.
coupon
goo for
one /tee glaas of
Oerman Draft Veer or Ulm:
tuttl) purcflage of
.0
00
a meal

Authentic German
Cuisine and Beverages
European Dancing to
Live European Music
Saturdays 9pm- lam
Polka Lessons
by appointment
German Movies
Tuesdays 7:30pm
Begining October 1st 10% off beer with SJSU student I.D

Our Guarantee Score in the top 20%
or take our next test course for free

boebn
PROFESSIONAL TESTING CENTERS

Vissit
totfiburg Von. &rmanta

SAN FRANCISCO PALO ALTO
SANTA CLARA DAVIS SANTA ROSA
CALL NOW FOR CLASS INFORMATION:

BERKELEY

(415) 441-0654

2i; 1

r

*cconb fil,trcct (near )ultan) tn *an )oee (4O)25-44$4
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IT’S TIME TO

’411t4*

E

’Pva

Mink

\AO-C

THE
EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
REVITALIZATION ASSOCIATION
INVITES

1

S.J.S.U. STUDENTS
TO THE
SANTA CLARA STREET DEDICATION CEREMONY

TODAY AUGUST 25
@ EAST SANTA CLARA AND 10TH STREET
EVENTS INCLUDL

1st CEREMONY 11:30 *COMMUNITY LUNCH 12:00
* MERCHANT OPEN HOUSE 12:30- 2:00
*Participating Merchants
All American Copy
Art Cleaners
Bakmas Florist
City Center Florist
Duc Ky MI Gia
Harvest Inn

Kim Phuong Boutique
Kihn Do Beauty Salon
La Rosa Pharmacy
Linda’s Fashions
Licursi’s Styling Salon
Lucy Perez, Immigration Consultant

Manillo Money Exchange
Maple Press
Marianne’s Hair Styling Salon
Panda Fashion & Antiques
Rex Pharmacy
Saigon II Restaurant

Seven -Eleven
State Farm Insurance. Ho Owing
Stuart Patt, Attorney at Law
T & T Hair Fashion
Tenth Street Pharmacy
Vina Shoe Repair

ENS

Thursday, August 25, I 98X,Spanan Daily

reers and productive adulthood,
without clues to the steps Ileeessal
to aChlei,e thOse goals... the Tr:poll
said.
The report found:
Girls’ looks are shown to count
more than their brains. Solite episodes portray intelligent teen-age
girls as social misfits.
Adolescent girls, who out
number their ’oak counterparts
ters was sponsored by the National television are nu ire passie than
Commission on Working Women of male characters
Wider opportunities for Women.
Weekly plots are lacking in se
"Week after week, % ’ewers see rious comers:Mons with parents,
teen-age girls with no visible skills. teachers or peers about school Oh&
no favorite subjects in school, no ters, academic intete.ts. career goals
discussion about college majors or or future plans.
vocational plans." Steenland said.
- Ninety -tour percent ot teen-age
"TV’s teen-age girls are por- girls on television are middle class
trayed as poised for professional ca- or wealthy.

Women’s group claims TV
portrays girls unrealistically

ty

It.
IC
:11

WASHINGTON (API
Television programs fail to show teenage
girls taking the steps necessary to
achieve productive lives.
Instead, they locus on obsessions
with shopping, grooming and dating. says a women’s advocacy
group

iii
.111

or

e-

"These imagc, leak: the [lupe,tinm
sion that one r.,111 iiiagicall
from an adolescence ot dating and
shopping to a well -paid professional
Career.- said Sally Steenland. author of a report, "Grow mg Up In
Prime l’ime
The study ot more than NMI episodes of 19 network television programs featuring adolescent charac

INS plans fines
for employers
who hire aliens

rig

ed
ed

)

1,1
INDIAN .\ pol
\ii Iii
’Alio station has pulled
hom the an a song lampoonny k.
s lie presidential 11011111We
Dan Quale’s National Guard sgr%
Oil i I al, said -11.1.1esda
WILIO’s controversial morning
allil 10111 (ins
leant ot Bob Kek
wills) first aired "I Spent the Will 111
Indiana- Shrilday Elie lyrics were
wlittell In GI IsWold alitl local IOUs!
lall Ricke% Ryden
Station matiagei In is Wheat said
the song w as FellItii.ed t10111 the air at
annind 9 a m Tuesday and a deci
stun will he made later m the week

dlailapillls

airing it
he initial leat.11011 was pelt!,
liegatne. and plettN C11.41011.11...
said Wheat. addim, the listener, who
one wa (Ii the

till IA tiethel tO si liii Wile

1 he

sting is a

turn tO lepOrts

in the Natirinal
Guard in 1969 because ot tatitil iii
{Inoue w hile others were dratted
and sent to Vietnam
Its 1.111es include.
I spent the war
in Indiana. Getting shot was not tor
me I never went hi ’Nam. I never
saw Saigon. I only watched it on
chliO le CI It a 15,1

INTRODUCING SOME CLASS ACTS
County Transit’s new services to San Jose State
are the smart way to get to class.

LOS ANGELES rAPI
In an effort to crack down on employers
who hire illegal aliens. the U.S. Immigration and Naturali/ation Service
said it plans to levy tines totaling
$90,000 against 30 employers in
Calitornia, Ari/ona, Hawaii and
Guam.
The fines are designed to tell the
employers that "you don’t knowingly hire illegal aliens ... those
who don’t have permission from the
federal goverment to be here." INS
Western Region Commissioner Harold E/ell said during a news conference Tuesday.
The employers being fined allegedly ignored initial warnings against
hiring illegal aliens, he explained.
Targeted employers were being
advised of the penalties, levied
under the employer sanctions section
of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, E/ell said.
Under immigration law, economic
penalties may he imposed for hiring
illegal aliens and those lacking work
permits or documents proving them
to be United States eiti/ens.
"It is still our intention to encourage employer cooperation and corn
pliance (with the immigration law)
rather than seeking to coSect
Liell said.
However, he said. "We will continue to put pressure on employers
with fines."
In addition to the fines. the INS is
investigating SOO employers alleged
to have violated immigration laws in
the INS western region.

1

Song spoofing candidate Quayle
taken off air by Indiana radio station

BONUS BUS ROUTE 303
New limited stop service from the Almaden Valley. Express service at regular
service prices.

BONUS BUS ROUTE 304
New limited stop service from South San Jose, Santa Teresa area and Palo Alto.
Fewer stops mean faster trips to school, work or home.

BONUS BUS ROUTE 300. BUS ’N BIKE SERVICE

PALO
ALTO

Now you can take the bus and your bike at the same time! All buses on Bonus
Route 300 have been equipped with bicycle racks. Now you can use the bus and
bring your bicycle along to get around campus.

300

County Transit also serves San Jose State with lines 21, 22, 23, 24, 63, 64, 65,
66, 68, 72, 81, 82, 83, 85, 87, 160, 180,301 and Light Rail.

MORE RIDES FOR LESS
300

Buy your monthly County Transit Flash Pass at the Associated Students
business office in the Student Union and take advantage of special discounts
offered to San Jose State students.

EAST
SAN
JOSE

Bus ’n
Bike

303

Regular Flash Pass ($27.00 value) for only $22.00.
Good on all Regular, Bonus Bus and Light Rail service.

NEW ALMADEN
304

Express Flash Pass ($29.00 value) for only $25.00.
Good on all Regular, Bonus Bus, Express and Light Rail service.

SANTA TERESA

For more information call County Transit at 287-4210, or come by our
information table on Thursday, August 25th, and Friday, August 26th, in front
of the Student Union.

C. r Santa Clara County Transit

.$4

GQ

SPARTAN PRICE RIOT!!!
_

C. .,n

AUGUST 22nd - 31st

GIFTS
KOOL KUBES REUSABLE ICE
REG. $2.00 - 2.50
NOW ONLY $

0.
04’

SCRIPTO SPECIALS
OUR PRICE $1.39
VALUES UP TO $3.07

GENERAL SUPPLIES
12 PACK OF STAEDLER MARS
MECHANICAL PENCIL LEAD

COFFEE MUGS
REG. PRICE $3.99 - 6.59
NOW $2.99 - 4.94

440

LI
!J
jItiF

STAEDTLER MARS MICROFIX PENCIL
REG. PRICE $2.99
NOW $1.88
ONION SKIN TYPING PAPER
REG. PRICE $2.39
NOW 60c

SJSU T-SHIRT

CLOTHING
SJSU BOXER SHORT

REG. PRICE $9.95

REG. PRICE $9.99

NOW:
GENERAL BOOKS

.99
t

$5.95

NOW:

SELECTED BRIEF BAGS

4.

$6.99

PRICED AT 1/3 OFF

SPECIAL PURCHASE ON ART BOOKS
UP TO

60%

OFF ORIGINAL PRICES

MERRIAM WEBSTER
HARDCOVER DICTIONARIES
REG. PRICE $15.95
NOW:

$11.95

ELECTRONICS
SHARP EL-509S
CACULATOR
SUGGESTED RETAIL $19.99
OUR PRICE$11.50

CANDY
TRY OUR OWN JELLY BELLY CUSTOM MIX
REG. 3.35 lb
NOV’ ONLY

t\OC4(f7-4/0CILS

63c 1/4 lb

PHOTO
FREE 2nd SET OF COLOR PRINTS AT
TIME OF PROCESSING
(STANDARD SIZE)

SPARTAN

BOOKSTORE
&

$2.50 lb

SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR I

0

.0c

A \.\"(,.\\*\v’s
0 oc’
,I\

Spartan Dail) Thursday. August 25. MX

State lawmakers express concerns
over mobile phone use in Assembly

Golf News
Tournament draws talented amateurs
\l’
SI1(1 \r .s. a
liII Sta%1.111 knots. the odds , t
heat ils in his 41,01 as he seek.
become tuils the loth yoltei
NI I to win consecutise 1’ S
mem Championship,
’ Its definitels not going lo he
he said -I’d 111,1 like to
plas well It would he untsortant
Iii !Pe Ilt pia% %Sell IR eSel%
\

.1 111 Mid ’87 odic) goltel,
p1.1%I uesday in the STitli
Championship
\
\1.111, a 22 -.)ear old \i1/1111.1
siaic imodur.:I. and Philadelphia in
Sugel. who
\mance
Ill 19S1 became the last man to slit: ’1
111,1Ie(II
defend .1
;Ile IR 11
the 11111C 111.1 \ CIS ill
Ilk: held 1.1. lit ueie esempt twin

IS I I

SPORTS
qualits mg
tecord field of 4.120 plaxers
went timing’) sectional quaint s mg
to ,letet mine the oth,:t ’79 spots to,
ilit.’ shampionship
Cast...Ides
(
at
F1111111:s1C.141..1 1114,1111
1.1111 ICs

Ii III lilt: (;4:41Ige V1.1011111!

lest
I. ighteen hole, ot stfitke play
toslas and anodic’ I on \\ ednesdaS will pate the field to the 64
uhit ss ill heyin mat, 11 plas I hurt.das I limmation !Mashes I horsssill he
das . I iidas alld
IX holes. and the two .tiis Rots
11,11 \.111.111.11

r(, holes Sunda) tor the

Homestead promoieis hill the
6.5(i6 -yard. jut 71)( ’as,:ades lay out as the 1111151 (hills 111) 11141(1111:1111
sittil‘se UI the t.1111111
’The fail w
!cal tight. Mayfair said alto a pi asiice niund
Monday.
In addition to Mayfair and Sigel.
qualiting exemptions went to
liuddx 1Iexander, the 19)46 champion. Stephen Ford and Miles McC,,illiell. quarterfinalists last year;
Bob I etA is and Len Malt ace.
membeis of the 1986 U.S. Walker
Cup team. Ralph Howe III. winner
ol this seat’s t S. Amateur Public
Links esent. and Jason W’idetter,
the reigning U.S.
motet),
champion.

Ma) tau . who Ilse. in l’hoeno..
Art/ . ,appe,.1 his ollege career
this seat hs finishing ninth at the
NC
tom ’lament He was the
hiss anialciii in the L S ()pen in
June. and cattle’ this month won
the Paoli,. Coast Amateut with an
8- under-pai total. 15 shots ahead
til his ch west pursuer
Alter the U.S. Amateur. May tail is turning professional. beginning with nest week’s Swiss ()pen.
He plans to return to the U.S. to
play in the B.(’. ()pen at Endicott.
N.Y.. in Septembei, and will at
tend the PGA Tour qualifying
school later this year.
’It’s pretty
Mayfair said.
d definite’s like to do well. es
pecialls since this is my last Mire
mil as an amateur

New
SA(12/1%104’1() (API
logs feared its wireless head
tecl
on the Assembly nuoi Wednesday.
but one legislator was not happ)
ssembl) man Gel aid Felando.
San Pedio. ,Iimplained that another
laUtriaker NA, 11s111. .1 portable telephone al his \ sseilibb, desk
Felando deman(led to know it the
!tiles prohibited menthe’s fioni has -

mg then own telephones at their
desks.
Assemblyman Tom Hayden. t)Santa Monica. was the culprit; he
had heel’ using the portable tele
phone all week
Speaker Willie Brown, 1)-San
Francisco, replied there was no rule
against it, since the issue had never
before tonic up.

KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP LT
" Rock ’n Roll Barbers"
TUES - FRI 9 AM - 6PM

SAT 8AM - 4 PM

318 South 10th Street, San Jose 279-9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

10 % off Nexxus Products

Sigel defends golf title at U.S. Championship
\.1
111,,.!

the ,ompefition. ss111,41 1,e4iins
I Iiiits,las .1111.I Is oisen olds to the 1st
losses’ scowl. in the if, hole stioke
plas qualits 11111 Tile ,tit of the
yollet
comes abet todas
5et.011d 111111111 .11 I he Himieste.id, a
mountain lest Ill 111 the George
mest.
W.,shington
Steel has \son the C.S. Anhilein
in I’tK3 he her attic the last
Its ice
man to silk cessfrill rleterirl his title
he 11.1. 111.5 et taken medalist
1r tts in the sit oke plus poi non of
II I,llllt;uitll’ilt
ot

Ill

ill.

i,1 I

S

VILI1C111 C11.11111114111ship. ,1I11.1 his
cperience has led him to take a
simple appio.uli to Mc eat I% stages
of the 515 das esent
lu ss ill the tom ’lament. s on’ se
i2ei Ill tilt, Ii’llltl,iillt.’lli,
11:2e1 saki In.:m.1a) alto shooting .1
1 under.pal (ai on the his) ot turr
rid), 01 stioke plas in the fiSth I S
Antatem
tomnainent to \stitch Stye’
Ill,. t,
tl.ts poit,11

-It would he [Ilse. Inn I III not
thinking about that I rust %%ant to
get to match pla rust.’ said the
44 )ear old insmance eSe(.11115e
bout Philadelphia
Sigel’s 68 came al the I twer
Cascades course. mic 01 lull la,.
(tills bell112 used foi stioke 111.15 Iii
the C% ell!
kit sllotItIllg
on
I mAer
Cas...ides %%as Sam Stein. a super %ism tor a package dehisci com
pulls Ill Richmond. Ya.
Josh Mond’ . a gl1iduate student

horn I tank lin. Mit. h . posted the
lowest ininihei ,it the day. a 66. hut
lic v5.1 pla)ing the pa .7))
Cascades ,.01.11se. he also was al 4
tinder -par. 1,,ndry and the rest of
the field whi.li played Cascade, oll
Tuesdas t aced a round met Lowei
I’ascade.
The match play portion of the
championship will he held exclu
siseb. on the Cascades.
Also po.itioned well for medalist Iloilo,. attet Tuesday’s round
Quiyles.

Mattingly brings Yankees home to victory over A’s
\I \\
1 /Ids \l’
I
lingb. asserting himself as .1
III the Neu 1 oik
alike....
.1.21 I, 51eillVd ii’l Stilt.i
III
Mice
the I ield 11)1s time
rile slumping Matting’s . who
hlamed owner Geoiye Stemfmennei
on Sunday tot the team’s lecent fail
wa5 thrust into a -put up ,1
-.hut up- situation I tie.das illilill
nd he
thiouvli with yaine
111111141 kill single with one out ill
the 11111111
snapping the
isees" firm LI,hiIle 1115111g 511 Cal, and
gi% mg his club
mots. rue] tlic
rakland
It
, yto

\1, ilillels III I110
11
net &low it the light tie1,1
1.1st I 5 yame.. to !nose ,s1111111 luse Santana scored the V.
1 1111 hom
1,11111,5 01 the ,Irs t.ion leddmy
sectind base
twit I Igo. ill the \melt...al I cagne
it 51.111 OW inning
Santana 11141IC(1
Frist.
,tuic out later
and ads ancs’4.1 bt
1.1)1,e this u ill get (Is stalled.
..11,1 "We’ll its 1,, build Ill Claudell Washington’s tomtit single SilittilICli 10110u...rd. At that
some tspe ot momentum twin thi.
1 1 tilt--) in the game
It’s a .tep at least We’ll chats I.1 point, he w
lull It,’ nom heie. then %% ark a little. and 1110i hi, last 4.)
and Men !mall( stall Irr urn at this
thing
’I tried not to make it into a big
W 1111 Immo. on 11151 arid seciand at -bat... Ile said "But I wanted hi he
an.I alter tooling rift three pitches. aggiessie and hit the hall hard
soniew heic. which I didn’t .1,,
r run at a lou and
slide! 110111
Rehe,..1 Da\ e Righetti. inheliting
(Rig
daret...4Alpote4 Vich4Lpito.thtsw-& tit(i lead hum It5cKr.1:0111111) John.

dine 1111 1.5 itli1,11e Mit in the eighth
and runners on second and third. By
the end .0 the inning. the Affileti,...
had sent nine men to the plate and
tied the 5o11e.

\Luting Is run -scoring fielder’s
choice in the !list r.ra the Yankees a
I II lead of I Bob W’elch
Don
Slaught’s 15 0-11111 homer highlighted
a three run second. making Ilk’ score
4-0.
Iui the tlak land eighth, TLtry
Steinbach knocker.] in his team’s f iist
two tuns with a single. and
Phillips and Hubbard each singled
IlUWm
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Back to School
2 5 % off Everything
Stock up Now and Save!

El Art Supplies
LI Graphic Art Materials
E Stats and Halftones
II Drafting Supplies
JOSE ART
5SAN
481 S. Bascom
San Jose

2.-)044/4
31 W. San Fernando
San Jose

408-298-8422

408-294-7773

Open M F 9
Sat 10-530

Open

9
Sun 12-5

Ends October I

M

F

9-5

Valid Student 1.13. Required

ATTENTION PARKING NEWS!
$81.00 FEE

Fall 1988 introduces a new range of CSU parking fees, in the case of SJSU, $81.00 per
semester. The use of quarters has been discontinued and you are required to purchase a
semester parking permit to park in the garages.
NOTE: The 7th St. Garage has limited $2.00 daily permit parking, but only when space is
available. The 4th St. and 10th St. Garages are SEMESTER PERMIT ONLY at all times.

PURCHASE!

How do you buy your parking permit? Walk-in sales for daytime commuter semester permits
ONLY, begin August 25th in the Student Union Umunhum room. Doors open at 9:00 am and
close at 4:00 pm. All other permits (RESIDENCE HALL, AVIATION, NIGHT, DISABLED, AND
EMPLOYEE) are available at the Traffic and Parking Office in the 7th St. Garage.

ALTERNATIVES!

Park and Ride is no longer free - either show your semester permit or pay $2.00 for a daily
permit when you drive into the lot at 7th and Humboldt.

CARPOOL!

Alternatives to driving alone are available and you should give them serious consideration.
To encourage carpooling we have reduced the eligibility for a carpool permit from three riders to
TWO. Two or more students may share the cost of a parking permit, which entitles them to
preferential parking in the 7th St. Garage.

RIDE THE BUS!

Ride the bus or Light Rail. County Transit blankets Santa Clara County with fast, frequent
services, including an express bus connecting with BART. Discount passes are available at the
A.S. Business Office.

BIKES, MOPEDS &
MOTORCYCLES!

Ride a bike - rent a locker at the Bookstore. How about a moped or motorcycle? Semester
permits for these vehicles are only $20.25.

FOR INFORMATION CALL 924-6556

Dodgers plagued by other
N.Y. team 30 years later
a Ii
11

Associated Press
More than 30 years ago, the
Dodgers beat every team except the
Nev. York Yankees. Nov. their problem is the New York Mets.
From 1947 to 1956. the Dodgers
won six pennants but lost five World
Series to the Yankees. They may
have moved to Los Angeles. hut the
Dodgers still have a New York problem. Tuesday’s 5-1 kiss to the Mets
was the seventh in eight games
against New York this year. including all five in Dodger Stadium.
"They’ve got a very good team
and they’ve been tough on us." said
Steve Sax, who drove in the Dodgers’ only run with an infield hit in the
second inning. "Hopefully’. we can
turn it around and do better if we
meet them in the playoffs. Right

nov. we just have to go out and get
them 111111111TON
"Ii. one of the my stoles of baseball.- said Day id (’one, who scattered nine hits over 7 2-3 innings.
"Yv e play well against the Dodgers
and ye don’t against the Padres. I
can’t put my finger on it or come up
with some profound explanation."
Cone. 13-3. struck out six and
walked none, Randy Myers finished
with hitless relief for his 18th save
and hit a run -scoring double in the
ninth before Wally Backman added
an 12131 single.
Trailing 1-0, New York rallied for
three runs in the fifth on Mookie
Wilson’s RBI single. Backman’s
run -scoring double and Keith Hernandezs sacritice
"This is a big series, and I hope

Bloom County

this is going to carry over," Hack
man said, looking forward to a potential playoff matchup.
Los Angeles rookie Ramon Martinez. 0-1, allowed six hits and three
runs over 4 1-3 innings. The 20 year -old Dominican right-hander
had allowed two runs over 14 2-3 innings without a decision in his first
two starts
Elsewhere in the National League.
Pittsburgh beat Cincinnati 2-0, Chicago beat Houston 9-3, Montreal
beat San Francisco 2-I in 13 innings,
St. Louis beat Atlanta 7-0 and San
Diego beat Philadelphia 9- I .
Pirates 2, Reds 0
Dave LaPoint. 2-0. won his second consecutive game since his trade
to Pittsburgh and his fifth straight
overall.
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NFL teams release veteran ball players
to prepare for upcoming fall season

Open Season

Jim Bricker
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Associated Press

The Turk gave the boot to some
veteran NFL kickers.
As teams cut down to the required
60 players Tuesday. New England
waived Tony Franklin, Super Bowl
champion Washington released Ali
Haji-Sheikh and Minnesota got rid
of punter Greg Coleman.
Kansas City cut Lewis Colbert.
the Chiefs’ regular punter at the start
of last season, and Dallas let go of
Eric Schubert, who has kicked for
several NFL teams.
Franklin, the NFL’s leading
scorer in 1986, lost his job to fourth round draftee Teddy Garcia.
"He was responsible for a lot of
our victories over the last four seasons and was one of the best kickers
I’ve ever been associated v. ith."
Coach Raymond Berry said. "But
it’s been pretty clear that his products os and performance have drastically fallen off, and it was in our best
interests to make the move now.
In his nine professional seasons,
the barefooted kicker scored 854
points for Philadelphia and New
England. He scored just one point in
three exhibition games and was
bothered with a groin injury.

Berke Breathed

’It always hurts more the first time (you
are cut), but this is right up there.’
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"It’s a decision they made. but I
know I can still play." Franklin
said. "I’ll know one way or another
in the next 24 hours where I’ll be.
but I know I’ll be kicking somewhere."
Garcia of Northeast Louisiana will
be kicking in New England.
"I’m pretty excited.** he said.
"But I still have to prove my self. I
came here to compete against myself, not against Tony Franklin, and
if 1 Vi as to relax now, it would defeat
every thing I came here for."
Haji-Sheikh also was beaten for
the job by a rookie, Chip Lohmiller.
even though he did not miss an extra
point or field goal attempt during the
preseason. In last January’s Super
Bowl, the former Giant and Falcon
kicked six extra points. He was 13 -

for-l9 on field goals and missed
three of 32 conversions in 1987.
"It always hurts more the first
time (you are cut), but this is right up
there," Haji-Sheikh said. "I’ll probably wait a day or two. If nothing
happens. I’ll call around. It could be
quick or it could be long."
Lohmiller has missed two conversions and two field goals in the preseason. "We feel Chip is the strongest (of the two) and he has the
potential to be a real good kicker."
Coach Joe Gibbs said.
Coleman. who joined the Vikings
in 1978. lost the job to Bucky
Scribner at the end of last season and
never regained it.
"Coleman’s done a lot of excellent work for us," Minnesota coach
Jerry Burns said.

Blue Book

Greg Beda
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Kansas City Royals gain ninth inning victory
over Texas Rangers with an eight-run rally

Army coach back to lead
U.S. Olympic boxing team

but the only real thing that matters is
bringing home the gold," said 119pound team member Kennedy McKinney. "He’s a motivator. that’s the Associated Press
The Kansas City Royals had a
big thing."
"We’ve got too much else to wild time in Texas.
FORT HUACHUCA. Ariz. (AP) The reinstatement in effect added a worry about." agreed Kelcie Banks,
The Royals combined six walks
Army coach Ken Adams is back fourth coach to the team, moving the team’s 125 -pound fighter. "It’s with four hits and a wild pitch, rally; as head coach of the U.S. boxing Colter into an assistant ’s job.
not even a question among the ing for eight runs with two outs in
team, two weeks before the fighters
"We’re all professionals working teani."
the top of the ninth inning Tuesday
are due to leave for the Olympics at for the same thing," Adams said of
The 47 -year-old Adams. the night for a stunning 11-7 victory
Seoul.
the coaching turmoil."I think the Army’s head coach for four years over the Texas Rangers.
Adams. reinstated last week by an fighters have gone about their busi- before getting the Olympic nod, in"You’ve got a four-run lead going
arbiter’s decision, was greeted Mon- ness at hand. All this is going to do herits a team formed while he was into the ninth, you’ve got to figure
day by cheers of team members is draw the team closer together."
the
bullpen’s going to do the job."
still under suspension. Adams said.
gathered for a training session at this
Colter, elevated to the head job however, that he has studied tapes of Rangers manager Bobby Valentine
remote Army base near the Mexican after last month’s Olympic trials, the Olympic trials and Olympic box - said. "But we ran into big trouble.
border.
said he had no problem with revert- offs and is familiar with all the fight- We gave it away. We walked it
"Everything you’ve been doing. ing to assistant status.
away."
CrS.
I’m here to continue to do.** Adams
"We’re just back to where we
Trailing 7-3, George Brett began
"My heart was always with
told the teani. "Everything we do started. It’s no big deal." Colter them." Adams said. "They all the comeback with a single. Later,
and everything we continue to do is said. "If nothing else. we gained an- know me. I’m a mean ol’ dude."
he drew a bases-loaded walk that put
going for the gold."
other coach out of it.’’
Both Adams and Colter said they Kansas City ahead. The Rangers
Adams, suspended in May for alThe coaching controversy seemed expected no problems working with used four pitchers while Valentine
legedly striking a USA -Amateur to have little effect on the fighters, each other or with the other two and catcher Jim Sundberg were
Boxing Federation staff member. re- who were in high spirits during a 90 - coaches. Hank Johnson and Larry ejected.
gains control of a team that has al- minute workout in a sweltering Ramirez.
"Winning like this has tremenready been in training for a month Army gymnasium.
"We’re all somewhat on the same dous possibilities for us," Manager
under interim coach Tom Colter.
"We’re all glad to have him hack, sheet of music," Adams said.
John Wathan said. "Now we have to

take advantage of it. It’s an entirely
different mood in the clubhouse tonight. The music’s blaring. Everybody’s happy."
In other games,
Minnesota
downed Detroit 7-5. New York beat
Oakland 5-4, Boston routed California 10-2. Toronto stopped Chicago
7-2 and Cleveland defeated Milwaukee 6-2. Seattle at Baltimore was
rained out.
Texas starter Jeff Russell held the
Royals to five hits and left after eight
innings with a four -run lead.
"Jeff said he had nothing left."
Valentine said. "It had been a long
game. It was a situation where Jeff
was gassed and where Mitch (Williams) hadn’t pitched and I could get
him into the game. Rut he just didn’t
have it."
Valentine was ejected by home
plate umpire Tim Tschida after
Brett’s walk, which capped 12
straight halls by Texas pitchers.
Steve Farr, 4-2, got the victory.

Twins 7, Tigers 5
Kent Hrbek s second homer ot the
game, a two-run shot in the 10th inning at the Metrodome. led Minnesota over Detroit for the 10th straight
time.
The Twins are 10-1 against the
AL East leaders this season. In last
year’s AL playoffs. Minnesota beat
Detroit in five games. The Tigers
had not lost 10 consecutive times to
the same team since Boston beat
them in 1975.
Jeff Reardon, 1-4, won his first
game since last Sept. 13. The Twins
won their first extra-inning game in
six tries this season.
Red Sox 10. Angels 2
Mike Greenwell drove in his
major league -leading 100th run.
sending Mike Boddicker and Boston
over California.
Greenwell went 3 -for -4 with an
RR! single that capped a three -run
fifth inning and put the Red Sox
ahead 3-2.
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Protest: Picket interrupts speech
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Searching through the jungle o
lenders for a student loan?
Discover Educaid, the
student loan specialist,
and unearth a treasure
trove of options and
services.

day turnaround on reseipt of
r correctly completed
lications.

.ci lized lender, dealing
ily i student loans

NI 1 Wsonalized se: s it t
ss e care!
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jit Extra savings on interest
for EDUCAID
supplemental loans (SI...S)
A lender who work,
as hard as you do.

Don’t let the lender ju
hi,e in on you
Cet [ducal
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Send a bit of
your life home
Yes, the Spartan Daily, your on-campus
chronicler of what’s happening, can be delivered
back home where everyone wants to know.
Just $10 a semester
(hey, a pizza costs more than that)
See Kathy Rainer
T.! the Spartan Daily office on the 2nd floor of

Dwight Bente! Hall

MC( M 1
Stole 100
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4CMIt.
Nit+) 441, 11.21’ 1811111 441-71,87
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Educaid

